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Disclaimer:
There are no copyright restrictions for use of these documents with the exception of certain materials referenced and/or 
used in the MCaLT curriculum which were created by, and the copyright is held by, other authors as noted. These materials 
are protected. Please cite and credit the source when copying all or part of these materials. This website and all of the Every 
Moment Counts documents were supported in whole or in part by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special 
Education Programs, (Award number H027A130158-13A, CFDA 84.027A, awarded to the Ohio Department of Education). 
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the policy or position of the U.S. Department of Education, Office of 
Special Education Programs, and no official endorsement by the Department should be inferred.

The information provided on this website is a product of the Every Moment Counts and is not to be sold or otherwise 
distributed for profit. There are no expressed or implied warranties concerning the accuracy, completeness, reliability or 
usability of this information. Further, Every Moment Counts assumes no responsibility for any incorrect results or damage 
resulting from the use of this information.

Suggested Citation:
Kirschenbaum, R. (2016). Making Connections and Learning Together (MCaLT) e-Manual. Every Moment Counts. U.S. 
Department of Education, Office of Special Education.
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About MCa LT

About the MCaLT Program and e-Manual
Making Connections and Learning Together (MCaLT) is an embedded school-based program developed by me as a 
capstone doctoral project through Sargent College of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences at Boston University. Most of 
the modules and lessons were developed with support from the Every Moment Counts (EMC): Promoting Mental Health 
throughout the Day grant initiative under the direction of Dr. Susan Bazyk of Cleveland State University. The EMC grant was 
funded through the Ohio Department of Education, Office of Exceptional Children (2012-15). The EMC grant also supported 
the implementation of one mini-pilot study as well as two full pilot outcome studies of the MCaLT program in the Cleveland 
Metropolitan School District. The MCaLT program applies Social Thinking® Vocabulary and concepts written by Michelle 
Garcia Winner and utilizes specific lessons from the book, The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-
regulation and emotional control (Kuypers, 2011). This curriculum is modified in some parts to support implementation of 
the program in inclusive classroom settings. The goal of this program is to create and support a positive social emotional 
learning environment in inclusive classrooms where students with self-regulation challenges and their peers learn and 
apply social emotional learning skills within the context of their daily school routines and learning activities. The e-manual is 
available on the EMC website as one of the embedded model programs.

For more information about the Every Moment Counts grant and its other initiatives please visit: www.everymomentcounts.
org.

Before you Begin...
Students with a variety of disabilities such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder 
(ADHD) may have self-regulation and social emotional interaction challenges that are at the core of their particular disability. 
Occupational therapists and other school personnel may address these challenges using a variety of approaches and 
strategies. 

You may consider three different options when using the MCaLT program:

Option 1: Promote enhanced social participation in the school setting by developing the student’s social emotional learning 
competencies including sensory modulation and self-regulation. Interventions typically utilize individual and small 
group instruction and practice in highly structured settings. The primary goal of this approach is to improve the individual 
student’s performance skills to support social participation in academic and non-academic activities within a variety of 
school contexts. Overall goals are to develop the student’s self and social awareness, social problem-solving and self-
management skills (i.e. social and emotional learning (SEL). Interventions may include sensory-based strategies to meet each 
student’s unique sensory processing needs. These skills may be addressed initially in a small group setting and then applied 
in a variety of settings with supports. If this is the goal and approach that best fits the needs of your students and school 
environment and contexts, The Zones of Regulation curriculum provides comprehensive interventions to meet these needs. 
Leah Kuypers describes the Zones of Regulation as a “systematic, cognitive behavior approach used to teach self-regulation 
by categorizing all the different ways we feel and states of alertness we experience into four concrete zones.  The Zones 
curriculum provides strategies to teach students to become more aware of, and independent in controlling their emotions 
and impulses, managing their sensory needs, and improving their ability to problem solve conflicts. By addressing underlying 
deficits in emotional and sensory regulation, executive functions, and social cognition, the curriculum is designed to help 
move students toward independent regulation. The Zones of Regulation incorporates Social Thinking (www.socialthinking.
com/) concepts and numerous visuals to teach students to identify their feelings/level of alertness, understand how 
their behavior impacts those around them, and learn what tools they can use to manage their feelings and states” (www.
zonesofregulation.com/).
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Option 2: Promote enhanced social participation in the school setting by improving and supporting the overall social 
emotional environment in inclusive classrooms through a peer-mediated approach. The primary goal of this approach is to 
improve peer acceptance, understanding and valuing differences as well as create a social environment where all students 
are learning, practicing and supporting social emotional learning competencies within their daily routines and activities. 
Interventions typically utilize whole class instruction through a co-teaching model within the inclusive classroom. All students 
including those with deficits in self-regulation and social emotional interaction skills as well as those at-risk in these areas 
participate in the sessions. As students without challenges in these areas receive instruction and guided practice with visual 
supports, they become peer models and mentors for peers with challenges. The therapist as the lead teacher models the 
use of a variety of visual supports and strategies to support seamless implementation in the inclusive classroom setting. If 
this is the goal and approach that best fits the needs of your students and school environment and contexts, modules 1-3 of 
the MCaLT program with a total of 18 lessons may provide the interventions to meet these goals. Modules 2-3 utilize slightly 
modified lessons from the Zones of Regulation curriculum.

Module 4 consisting of 4 lessons is optional and may be used to address specific challenges observed in children with an 
ASD with opportunities to apply and practice learned skills to social emotional competencies such as perspective-taking, 
reciprocity in social communication, assertiveness, etc.

As a follow-up to Option 1:
Implementation of the MCaLT program within inclusive classrooms may provide an effective follow-up after the student has 
received individual or small group intervention utilizing The Zones of Regulation curriculum. The purchase of The Zones of 
Regulation book is necessary to fully implement modules 2-3 of the MCaLT program.

Option 3: Promote peer acceptance, understanding and valuing differences within the inclusive classroom.
The primary goal of this option is to establish a class culture of acceptance, appreciation and understanding of students’ 
unique skills and qualities. Interventions utilize storytelling through children’s literature, reflections on core values through 
drawing and journaling and emphasis of core values through movement paired with a simple affirmation. If this is the goal 
and approach that best fits the needs of your students and school environment, then module 1 with 6 lessons of the MCaLT 
program may provide the interventions to meet this goal.

Options 2 and 3 utilize a co-teaching approach which involves a partnering of a general educator and specialist to 
provide joint instruction to a diverse group of learners (Friend, Cook, Hurley-Chamberlain & Shamberger, 2010). This close 
partnership has been described by co-teachers as a “professional marriage” (Scruggs, Mastropieri & McDuffie, 2007, p. 405) 
where flexibility, mutual respect and personal compatibility are essential to success. 
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MCa LT Program Description

Making Connections and Learning Together

Since the MCaLT program is designed as a class-wide peer mediated 
program it can be use to meet the needs of students with disabilities with 
social emotional learning and self-regulation challenges. It utilizes a Tier 1 
intervention approach to impact the social emotional environment while 
meeting the individual needs of students identified with an educational 
disability (Tier 3). When?  Ideally the best time to implement MCaLT is 
during English Language Arts instruction because it utilizes children’s 
literature as well as an optional MCaLT journal. Most of the selected 
books may be previewed by the teacher during ELA sometime before 
the MCaLT sessions are scheduled as part of a reading management 
system such as Accelerated Reader. This will maximize the time students 
will have to learn and apply the concepts and tools to stories as well as 
embed related services within naturalistic, meaningful classroom literacy 
arts.  Some educational teams may prefer to have the occupational 
therapist introduce the book as part of the scheduled intervention 
sessions/ lessons with the teacher following up with additional reading 
instructional activities.

The MCaLT program may also be used as a Tier 2 intervention to 
support students who may be at-risk for social emotional, behavioral 
and academic challenges associated with limited SEL competencies and 
poor ability to successfully participate in the social emotional aspects of 
everyday class learning activities and daily school routines.

The purpose of the MCaLT e-Manual is to provide occupational 
therapists guidelines and specific lessons and resources to implement 
this model program in elementary classrooms. The manual will provide 
educators and other professionals an overview of the program, key 
concepts and targeted skills and strategies to support carry over into 
daily class activities and routines. The MCaLT e-Manual will provide 
enough information and lessons with modification suggestions so that 
occupational therapists may implement the full program from start to finish.

Making Connections and Learning Together (MCaLT) is an occupational therapy (OT) developed 
group program focusing on the development of social and emotional learning (SEL). It is designed 
to be embedded in integrated primary level classrooms (students with and without disabilities), 
especially in classrooms with students who have challenges in social participation and/or 
self-regulation. Specifically, students with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) or attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) may benefit from this program when in inclusive settings. MCaLT 
is a peer mediated intervention program in which all students engage in learning activities to 
create and support a positive, caring and respectful social emotional classroom environment. 
The interventions utilize selected children’s literature, cooperative learning activities and lessons 
from The Zones of Regulation® curriculum (Kuypers, 2011). Key elements of the MCaLT program 
are the use of children’s literature, visual supports such as posters, a classroom binder with 
child-friendly handouts and student generated work and collaborative efforts of the occupational 
therapist and general educator to support generalization of learned skills to everyday activities 
and routines.

Expected 
Outcomes for 

MCaLT:
• Improved social and emotional 
classroom environment characterized by 
increases in kindness and caring, where 
students feel respected, supported and 
accepted by all students

• Improvement in SEL competencies 
for students identified as at risk for 
social participation and self-regulation 
challenges and needing instruction in SEL 
competencies.  

• Generalization and practice of learned 
concepts, skills, strategies into daily 
classroom activities and routines as well 
as other school settings

• Development of peer models and 
coaches for students with challenges in 
self-regulation and social participation. 
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Brief Overview of MCaLT Modules, their Goals and Focus of the Lessons
Module 1: Positive Attitudes and Values for Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals: Peace, Love, and Respect for Everyone
A simple affirmation is used to begin and end each MCaLT session to reinforce the core values of the program. This ritual 
uses hand actions paired with the words “Peace, love, respect for everyone”.  Students create a book mark to be used 
during their ELA activities during the module. The final activity of each of the six lessons in Module 1 is to draw or write a 
simple response to the focus of that lesson on a pre-cut book mark. Book marks will be laminated and used after Module 1 is 
complete.

In lessons 1-3, Students will reflect on and illustrate what qualities of peace, caring and respect mean to them. In lessons 4-6, 
students will develop awareness of self and others by recognizing commonalities with characters that seem different than them. 

These lessons are expected to promote a positive, caring and respectful social environment as a foundation for social 
participation and building a sense of belonging for all students.

Module 2: Getting Ready for Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals: 
This module uses interventions and lessons from The Zones of Regulation: A Curriculum Designed to Foster Self-Regulation 
and Emotional Control (Kuypers, 2011) Chapters 1 and 2 of the Zones curriculum must be reviewed to provide a clear 
understanding of the concepts of the Zones before delivering lessons 2-6. Students will develop awareness of self and others 
through recognizing feelings and their associated alertness levels. Student will learn cooperation and active listening skills 
and apply those skills to group work in pairs or small groups.

Module 3: Tools for Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals: 
Lesson 1 focuses on different ways to “stop and take a deep breath”. The rest of this module uses interventions and lessons 
from chapter 4 of The Zones of Regulation Kuypers, 2011). Students will identify and demonstrate the use of targeted tools 
and strategies to change arousal/ alertness levels in a structured setting through guided instruction and coaching. Students 
will apply targeted tools and strategies to resolve social emotional challenges in a variety of school settings and through 
reflection on selected children’s literature with the use of visual supports and teacher/occupational therapist/ peer/ coaching 
and modeling.

Module 4: Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals: 
Student will apply learned concepts, tools and strategies to different challenging situations that may occur in school in and 
outside of classroom settings. These situations may be especially challenging to students with some types of disabilities, 
such as autism spectrum disorders. Top-ics include reciprocated communication, assertive behavior, perspective taking and 
bullying.

Action Steps for Implementation
1. Occupational therapists and regular educators should review the Introductory PowerPoint to fully understand the 
components of the program, i.e. collaborative consultation and co-teaching.

2. The occupational therapist and regular education teacher may need to review the IEP of the students being served at 
the Tier 3 level to identify realistic outcome measures for progress monitoring as well as a schedule for regular progress 
monitoring. The Devereux Student Strengths Assessment, Full Version (LeBuffe, Shapiro & Naglieri, 2014) or Mini-version 
(Naglieri, LeBuffe & Shapiro, 2014) at www.centerforresilientchildren.org/school-age/assessments-resources may be useful 
for initial evaluation and on-going progress monitoring of SEL competencies and their generalization in the classroom setting.

3. The occupational therapist and regular education teacher may need to identify realistic response to intervention progress 
monitoring measures for students served at the Tier 2 level as well as a schedule for regular progress monitoring. The 
Devereux Student Strengths Assessment (DESSA or DESSA-mini) may be a useful assessment for ongoing progress 
monitoring of SEL competencies and their generalization in the classroom setting.
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Action Steps for Implementation Continued...

4. The Zones of Regulation curriculum (Leah Kuypers, 2011) and visual supports are an essential part of the MCaLT program 
and must be purchased for use with this program (available at www.socialthinking.com).

Before Initiating MCaLT the Lead Collaborator (OT) Should:
• Create and laminate the MCaLT Visual Task Schedule and Icons from the MCaLT Tool Kit before initiating the program.

• Review and obtained selected books before lessons.

• Create and laminate the Zones of Regulation Posters for posting in the classroom prior to Module 2. 

• Obtain a binder with dividers for MCaLT hand-outs and visual supports

 • Suggested topics: Attitudes and Values, Zones, Me in My Zones, Tools, Definitions (from Zones of Regulation).

• Identify consistent time for the MCaLT classroom embedded interventions that will last 30-40 minutes. The occupational 
therapist and educator should also identify a time and realistic schedule during which this team can review the progress 
of students at risk or in need and problem solve further supports or interventions as needed.  and support roles for the 
educators and well as needs related to whole class interventions.

• Review lessons before implementation. Recognize that the information in italics is suggested scripts or comments meant to 
highlight for the occupational therapist and teacher the concepts and skills that are being taught.

User Suggestions and Modifications
The MCaLT program may be modified in several ways to meet the unique goals of the educational team and the identified 
needs of their students. 

Success of the MCaLT program is dependent on key elements that support embedding learned skills, strategies and 
attitudes in everyday cooperative learning activities and non-academic activities and daily routines. Visual supports, whole 
class peer mediated interventions and daily practice and reinforcement are those key elements that support generalization 
and maintenance of learned skills for all students. Collaborative consultation between the occupational therapist and teacher 
is another key element that is essential for success. They may consult face to face or through electronic communication to 
address any challenges or modifications needed for the group and/or individual students.

• The MCaLT program can be broken into chunks of 3-4 weekly group interventions. The concepts and SEL competencies 
are introduced through occupational therapy led group interventions with 1-2 weeks between chunked sessions to create 
opportunities for practice, reinforcement and generalization of learned skills and competencies.

• MCaLT may be also be streamlined by omitting the first three lessons of Module I and simply introducing and 
using the Affirmation without group reflection on qualities of peace, caring and respect. In the author’s experience, 
students of all ages, with and without disabilities respond positively to the Affirmation. Lessons 3-6 would be 
implemented in consecutive sessions with a break for students to assimilate and apply values and qualities 
highlighted in these group sessions.

• In Module 2, the group interventions can be chunked into 2 separate units, (Lesson 1-3 and 4-6) with breaks in 
between these sessions for practice, reinforcement and generalization of learned skills and competencies. 

• In Module 3 it is suggested that the Breathing and Sensory Tools be group together (Lessons 1-2) and the remaining 
Thinking Tools be grouped together (lessons 3-6).
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Why MCa LT is Needed?

Occupational Challenges
Social participation is a key occupation (AOTA, 2014) that is essential for students to be successful in a variety of school 
settings and daily school routines, roles, and activities. Education-related activities that depend on skilled social emotional 
interaction include peer partner and cooperative learning activities; group guided instruction as well as a variety of non-
academic activities and daily routines such as recess, mealtimes and transitions.

Inclusive Classroom Challenges
Inclusive classrooms include students with and without disabilities as well as students at risk for social, emotional or 
behavioral challenges. Some specific disabilities such as autism, other health impairment related to attention deficits as well 
as emotional disturbance are defined by difficulties with social emotional interactions and/or self-regulation as part of their 
core challenges (National Dissemination Center for Children with Disabilities, n.d.). Students who are at-risk or with identified 
educational disabilities may also have sensory processing challenges that impact attention, social-emotional self-regulation 
and overall social participation (Cosbey, Johnston & Dunn, 2010; Koenig, & Rudney, 2010; Dunn & Bennett, 2002). Student 
with disabilities experience less peer acceptance, social inclusion, and reciprocated friendships (as cited by Bazyk, 2011, 
p. 194) and are at higher risk for being targets of bullying than their typical peers (stopthebullying.gov, n.d.). Additionally, all 
children experience situational stressors at some point in their lives (Bazyk, 2011) which may negatively impact the child’s 
participation in the social and learning aspects of the teaching learning process. These factors influence the overall social-
emotional classroom environment as well as the teaching learning process. 

Naturalistic Collaboration between Teachers and Occupational Therapists
The MCaLT program is a systematic, evidence-supported occupational therapy program that provides embedded services 
for students requiring occupational therapy support within the naturalistic classroom environment. This is indeed a 
requirement when determining the least restrictive environment to provide related services to students with disabilities 
(Individuals with Disabilities Act,  20 U.S.C. § 612 (a)5, (2004).  MCaLT is a focused, collaborative team effort between the OT 
and classroom teacher. It uses visual supports and the education of all students (peer-mediated intervention) to provide the 
foundation for seamless carry over in everyday learning activities to enhance the overall social environment of the classroom. 
The collaborative efforts of the teacher and occupational therapist encourage focused problem-solving for challenges 
experienced by individual students as well as applying concepts and skills to the lived experiences of each class. This in turn 
opens the door for ongoing recommendations for environmental and activity modifications as needed.
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Background Information

MCaLT was first written as an evidence-supported program developed as my Doctoral capstone project through Boston 
University (Robin Kirschendbaum). It addressed a gap in services involving social participation of students with an ASD, 
based on my experiences as a school-based occupational therapist over two decades. The theoretical foundations and 
program outline were developed through an extensive appraisal of peer-reviewed research literature as well faculty and peer 
mentoring, review and feedback. The development of the individual lessons and the e-manual as well as implementation of 
the pilot studies were supported by grant funding from the Ohio Department of Education for Every Moment Counts (Project 
Director, Susan Bazyk) (http://www.everymomentcounts.org/).

The goal of MCaLT is to create and support positive social emotional learning environments in inclusive classrooms. It uses 
a peer-mediated approach where students with self-regulation challenges and their peers learn and apply social emotional 
learning skills within the context of their daily school routines and learning activities. Self-regulation involves the modulation 
of arousal levels, attention and management of emotions, thoughts and behaviors in a socially acceptable manner (CASEL, 
2000; Williamson and Dorman, 2002; Cohn, Kramer, Schub & May-Benson, 2014). When preparing to develop the lessons 
for MCaLT, I discovered The Zones of Regulation®: A Curriculum Designed to Foster Self-Regulation and Emotional 
Control. The Zones curriculum addresses three neurological components of self-regulation: sensory processing, executive 
functioning and emotional regulation (Kuypers, 2011) in well organized, sequenced lessons. The simple, easily accessible 
visual supports of the Zones and the concepts associated with sensory processing, emotional regulation and executive 
functioning related to self-regulation was a perfect foundation for modules 2-4 of the MCaLT program, for more information: 
(http://www.zonesofregulation.com/). Many of the Zones lessons have been modified to be used in inclusive settings for 
the benefit of all students including students at-risk and with identified needs for self-regulation and social participation 
challenges as well as for the adults who work with these students. I have found the Zones curriculum well accepted and 
very effective in addressing self-regulation when used individually and in small group interventions as well as when modified 
as a foundation for the MCaLT program. Over a three-year period, feedback from students, parents and teachers further 
support the effectiveness of the program and ease in generalizing the concepts and strategies into multiple school and home 
environments.

Focus of Education
Essential components of the teaching and learning process as cited by Durlack, Weisberg, Dymnicki, Taylor & Schellinger 
(2011) are social and emotional as well as academic. Education stakeholders including administrators, teachers and parents 
agree that the role of schools is to prepare students “who are proficient in core academic subjects, able to work well with 
others from diverse backgrounds in socially and emotionally skilled ways, practice healthy behaviors and behave respectfully 
and responsibly (Durlack et al., 2011). At least 75% of teachers in a recent survey conducted by Bridgeland, Bruce, Hariharan 
for http://casel.org/ (2013) agree that more focus on social emotional learning will promote student’s academic success, 
school attendance and graduation, college preparation, workforce readiness and life success. Clearly these outcomes are 
significant challenges education systems across the nation face. 

The elementary school years are a critical time for children to develop prosocial bonds that lead to a commitment to 
school and academic success (Hawkins, Smith & Catalano, (2004). Thus these early years are critical to developing a 
sense of belonging (Hawkins et al. 2004). One of the primary goals of social emotional learning (SEL) is to create a sense 
of belonging to school and attachment to prosocial groups and individuals. Prosocial behaviors are actions that benefit 
others and are motivated by empathy, a sense of right and wrong and personal responsibility rather than personal gain 
(Kidron & Fleischman, 2006).  Prosocial bonds come from “participation with sufficient competence or success resulting in 
reinforcement for contributions to the group” (Hawkins et al, 2004). The authors indicate that this creates a continuous cycle 
which ultimately increases student positive choices in adverse situations.
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Social Emotional Factors Impacting Inclusive Classroom Environments
Bazyk (2011) reports that children with and without disabilities are likely to struggle with situational stressors at some point 
in their lives. These stressors may include a death in the family, parental divorce, poverty, friendship issues, bullying or 
academic challenges and present potential challenges to the teaching learning process in inclusive classrooms. Children 
with disabilities, which may include physical, developmental, cognitive, emotional or sensory challenges, are at increased 
risk of being bullied (stopthebullying.gov, n.d.) as well as developing mental, emotional and behavioral difficulties (Petrenchik, 
King & Batorowicz, 2011). Factors such as physical vulnerability, social participation challenges, and intolerant environments 
may increase the risk of bullying in this population. Mental health risks associated with bullying include: depression, 
social exclusion, anxiety; low self-esteem; lack of reciprocated friendships, physical ill health; absence from and lack of 
connectedness to school, poor academic performance; and thoughts about or actual suicide (stopthebullying.gov, n.d.; 
Petrenchik, 2011). Recent tragedies related to gun violence in schools underscore research findings that suggest that bullying 
is not an isolated behavior, but that it often leads to other, more violent behaviors for both the bully and the victim (NICHHD, 
n.d). 
Factors that promote mental health and well being when faced with situational stressors include “character strength, coping 
strategies, participation in enjoyable occupations and environmental supports” (Bazyk, 2011). These factors ultimately can 
support participation in the social, emotional and learning aspects of the educational process, thus building a sense of 
connectedness and belonging to school and commitment to academic success. Focusing on the development of prosocial 
bonds through SEL competencies for all students is expected to support the development of a strong sense of community 
and academic success in the inclusive classroom (Hawkins et al.,2004) as well as create protective factors that promote 
mental health and well being (Bazyk, 2011) for all students.

Autism Spectrum Disorder: Unique Challenges with Social Participation & Self-
Regulation
This section will present an overview of research on the unique challenges and effective interventions for students with 
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) without a cognitive impairment (Klin & Volkmar, 2008). This information may be useful 
because impairment in social interactions is a core feature of an ASD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and students 
with an ASD without significant cognitive impairments are expected to be educated primarily in inclusive classroom settings 
(IDEA, 2004). The emphasis on highly standardized curricula and teaching methodologies to meet the accountability 
expectations of No Child Left Behind (U.S. Department of Education, 2004) presents a barrier to the flexibility needed to 
accommodate the unique learning and processing needs of students with an ASD and to adapt the general education 
curriculum to meet individual education needs (Dybvik 2004; White, Scahill, Klin, Koenig & Volkmar, 2007). Scheuemann, 
Webber, Boutot, & Goodwin (2003, p. 202) noted that “unlike most teaching situations, educating students with an ASD 
requires a village of knowledgeable people with time and resources to plan and provide well coordinative, collaborative 
services (Dybvik, 2004; Jordan, 2008; Scheuemann et al., 2003).

The barriers to social participation and belonging appear to include person-centered (Bauminger, 2002; MacIntosh & 
Dissanayake, 2006a; Knott, Dunlop & Mackay, 2006) and social environmental factors (Chamberlain, Kasari & Rotheram-
Fuller, 2007; Swaim & Morgan, 2001; Campbell, Ferguson, Herzinger, Jackson & Marino, 2003) that impact social participation 
for students with an ASD in school settings. There is evidence that this targeted population has specific impairments in 
social competence that include social referencing, social emotional reciprocity and emotional understanding even though 
the quality and quantity of their social interactions appear similar to their typically developing peers (Kirschenbaum, 2009). 
Teachers rated students with an ASD significantly lower on cooperation and assertion when compared with typically 
developing peers (Bauminger, 2002; MacIntosh & Dissanayake, 2006a). Impairments in self-management (Knott et al., 2006; 
MacIntosh & Dissanayake, 2006a), a competency necessary for successful participation in the school setting (Elias, Zins, 
Weisberg, Frey, Greenberg, Haynes, Kessler, Schwab-Stone & Shriver, 1997) are present in students with an ASD based on 
parent and self-ratings. Self-management includes self-regulation, self-monitoring and emotion-focused coping (Elias, et 
al., 1997). There is some evidence that students with an ASD experience less peer acceptance and identification with social 
groups in school settings when compared to typically developing peers (Chamberlain et al., 2007; Swaim & Morgan, 2001; 
Campbell et al., 2003).

Children with ASD and no cognitive impairment reported high levels of loneliness (Bauminger, Shulman & Agam, 2003), less 
peer acceptance and identification with social groups (Chamberlain, Kasari & Rotheram-Fuller, 2007) when compared with 
typically developing peers as well as experienced social neglect, rejection (Ochs, Kremer-Sadlik, Solomon & Sirota, 2001).  
However, Ochs, et al., (2001) found that peer acceptance and support for students with an ASD increased when information 
about ASDs that is both descriptive and explanatory was provided to peers.
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Evidence-Supported 
Foundations of MCa LT

Integrated Occupational Therapy Services
Collaboration in the form of co-teaching and behavioral consultation is a key and foundational feature of the MCaLT program. 
The MCaLT interventions are integrated into the general education environments utilizing a number of evidence supported 
intervention strategies. The focus of the MCaLT program is to create a caring and supportive social emotional environment 
within diverse classroom settings. This is achieved by developing core values and attitudes as well as the social emotional 
competencies of all students within diverse classroom setting. The visual supports, guided instruction and practice of 
strategies throughout the day facilitate generalization to other school environments. The MCaLT program utilizes co-teaching 
as an overarching strategy to implement evidence-supported interventions into everyday school academic and non-
academic activities and routines.

Co-Teaching
Co-teaching is a fairly recent and complex application of collaboration typically involving general and special educators 
however this partnership may include related services providers such as occupational therapists (Friend, Cook, Hurley-
Chamberlain, Shamberger, 2010).  Co-teaching is defined by Cook and Friend (1995, p. 3) as “two or more professionals 
delivering substantive instruction to a diverse, or blended, group of students in a single physical space”. According to 
Bazyk and Cahill (2014) “co-teaching strategies have been used by occupation therapists to provide services in inclusive 
educational settings” with interventions focused on improving handwriting skills (Case-Smith, Holland, Lane & White, 2011; 
Case-Smith, Weaver & Holland, 2014 and fine and visual motor skills (Ohl, Graze, Webber, Kenney, Slavatore & Wagreich, 
2013). Only one study (Case-Smith et al., 2014) compared co-teaching to standard instruction, reporting significant gains on 
multiple outcome measures for students receiving co-taught handwriting interventions when compared to students receiving 
standard handwriting instruction. A brief review of research in education on co-teaching reveals limited research on student 
outcomes (Friend et al, 2010).  Benefits of co-teaching include: increased cooperation in the inclusive classroom, increased 
support for students with special needs (Scruggs, et al., 2007), expanded instructional approaches to meet the diverse 
needs of students as a result of collaboration between professionals with different areas of expertise, improved program 
intensity and continuity due to higher adult to student ratios, reduce stigma (Cook & Friends, 1995) and ongoing professional 
development for teachers and related service specialists (Scruggs et al., 2007). 

The MCaLT program utilizes two different co-teaching approaches. The “one teach, one assist” approach (Cook and Friend, 
1995) is used when the occupational therapist leads the lessons while the general educator assists. The general educator 
poses questions about the content or skills addressed during the lessons to help clarify and support application to the 
everyday experiences of the students in her class. The general educator also assists by identifying the MCaLT Student 
Assistant, directing students during transitions using her/his classroom procedures, recommending student pairs during 
cooperative learning activities and helping distribute materials and supplies during lessons. The general educator may 
assume the role of the lead teach when a classroom situation or experience occurs outside the MCaLT sessions. The general 
educator may use these ‘teachable moments” for the class to reflect and apply the concepts and skills learned through the 
MCaLT interventions. In this case the occupational therapist assists in asking clarifying questions and support application of 
strategies and concepts utilizing the visual supports.

The team teaching approach is used when the occupational therapist and teacher role play to demonstrate and apply key 
concepts or skills, during peer partner activities and during class discussions and reviews. 
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Collaborative Consultation: Case Example
Bryan, is a student who was identified as at-risk for challenges in self-regulation and poor social interaction skills. 
Observations by both the general educator and occupational therapist show that he can identify specific feelings and their 
Zones and Tools as they apply to characters in stories and in other students. He is not however appling these concepts and 
skills in the classroom during real life situations. His general educator and occupational therapist identify several strategies 
to meet his unique needs. It is decided to use a peer coaching approach in which a student who is very skilled will coach him 
during challenging times, by following a check-in procedure using a visual support. When the student receiving assistance 
identified a self-regulation strategy and uses it appropriately, the student coach will reinforce this behavior by placing a pre-
identified mark or sticker on a behavior chart. The general educator and student have identifies activities he can earn when he 
earns the identified number of stickers/marks. In this case at the end of the first day this intervention was implemented, Bryan 
approached the occupational therapist with his student coach and teacher to proudly announce he had successfully used 
the strategies throughout the day and earned a special activity. Within a few weeks, he independently utilized the strategies 
showing improved self-regulation and very few disruptions during class instruction and learning activities.

Peer-mediated Instruction and Interventions 
While there are a variety of intervention strategies that impact person-centered skills for 
students with an ASD (McConnell, 2002; Kirschenbaum, 2009, National Autism Center, 
2009; Wong, Odom, Hume, Cox, Fettig, Kucharczyk, Brock, Plavnick, Fleury and Schultz, 
2013), the most effective type of intervention that increases the quality and quantity 
of social interactions in school setting for this targeted population are peer-mediated 
instruction and interventions (Kalyva & Avramidis, 2005; Kamps, Leonard, Vernon, Dugan, 
Delquadri, Gershon, Wade & Folk, 1992; Kamps, Barbetta, Leonard, & Delquadri, 1994; 
Kamps, Potucek, Lopex, Kravits & Kemmerer, 1997; Kamps, Roeyer, Dugan, Kravits,

Gonzalez-Lopez, Garcia, Camazza, Morrison & Kane, 2002; Laushey & Heflin, 2000;  Morrison, Kamps, Garcia & Parker, 
2001; Roeyers, 1996; Thiemann & Goldstein, 2004). Furthermore, these interventions are promising in supporting 
generalization of skills across settings and maintenance of learned skills over time (Kalyva & Heflin, 2005; Kamps et al., 
2002; Laushey & Heflin, 2000). There is evidence that peer acceptance and attitudes improve as a result of these types of 
interventions (DiSalvo & Oswald, 2002). “It appears that the presence of trained peers may provide naturalistic reinforcement 
and support for a wide variety of learned social and emotional skills even after the intervention is completed”(Kirschenbaum, 
2009).

Social Emotional Learning
The Social Emotional Learning (SEL) framework provides the foundation for the content and development of the MCaLT 
modules and lessons. They correspond to key challenges identified in the literature related to social participation and 
competence of students with an ASD in school settings and there is extensive research that supports the efficacy of these 
types of interventions (Bridgeland, et al., 2013) for all children with and without disabilities or who are at-risk for social, 
behavior or academic challenges. 
“Social competence refers to the skills and strategies that allow individuals to productively collaborate with groups, teams 
and work partners and manage public school settings (Gutstein & Whitney, 2002, p. 161). It includes social interaction skills, 
self-regulation and social problem-solving (Williamson & Dorman, 2002).  One of the key skills of social competence, self-
regulation, involves the modulation of arousal levels, attention and self-control (CASEL, 2002; Williamson & Dorman, 2002; 
Kuypers, 2011). 
Social and Emotional Core Competencies
The Social Emotional Learning (SEL) framework focuses on 
awareness of self and others, self-management and relationship 
skills as well as responsible decision-making (www.casel.org/). 
Optimal learning of these competencies is supported by programs 
that are sequential, promote active learning and practice throughout 
a variety of settings, focused on specific personal and social skills 
and explicit in targeted specific SEL skill (Bridgeland, et al., 2013).

www.casel.org/social-and-emotional-
learning/core-competencies
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Social and Emotional Core Competencies Continued
A mental health promotion framework to address social competency in school settings must incorporate universal protective 
factors to build resiliency. Factors such as self-regulation skills, self-efficacy,  healthy relationships with peers including 
friendships, a preference for prosocial solutions to interpersonal conflict and empathy and acceptance of peer’s emotional 
responses promote healthy development shield a child from the negative impact of potentially harmful situations (Petrenchik, 
King, & Betorwicz, 2011; National  Research Council & Institute of Medicine, 2009). Active participation that emphasizes 
doing, belonging (Bazyk, 2011, p.192-193) and reflecting supports the development of some of these protective factors, thus 
supporting resiliency and mental health.

Developmental Bibliotherapy
“The enormous power of literature and stories as therapeutic tools” (http://bibliotherapy.ehs.cmich.edu/history.php) is 
recognized and utilized by the MCaLT program to promote SEL competencies including self and social awareness, self-
regulation skills and core values and prosocial attitudes. Developmental bibliotherapy is a natural fit in that it focuses on 
prevention of challenges in social emotional competencies rather than individualized treatment of problems. Developmental 
bibliotherapy can be utilized by school professionals including occupational therapists, teachers, librarians and counselors 
to promote healthy development (http://bibliotherapy.ehs.cmich.edu/) by bridging the cognitive and affective domains 
(Belchenko, n.d.) There is evidence that the use of bibliotherapy combined with a high quality SEL program such as PATHS 
supports positive emotional awareness (Harper, 2010). McCullis and Chamberlain (2013, p. 32) concluded that “the major 
benefits of bibliotherapy have been described as self-expression, examination of one’s own thoughts and feelings in relation 
to self and others and revelation of new solutions to problems”. The MCaLT program uses developmental bibliotherapy 
(Belchenko, n.d.) to promote children’s SEL competencies and positive attitudes toward diversity in the inclusive classroom 
as well as recognizing and enjoying shared experiences and qualities.  

Visual Supports for SEL 
competencies
The MCaLT program emphasizes the use of 
visual supports such as those included in Zones 
of Regulation materials and handouts (Kuypers, 
2011), student made visual supports that include 
a reflection bookmark on Attitudes and Values 
for MCaLT (Module I), the MCaLT task schedule 
for each session, a classroom binder, etc. There 
is evidence that visual supports (Bryan & Gast, 
2000; Morrison et al., 2001; Odom, Brown, Frey, 
Karasu, Smith-Canter & Stein, 2003; Rogers, 
2000; Thiemann & Goldstein, 2004) may be an 
effective medium for improved learning and 
carry out of targeted social skills in students 
with an ASD. In my experience, visual supports 
are effective for most students with and without 
disabilities.
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Modules & Lesson Plans

MCaLT Task Schedule
All modules and lessons will use the MCaLT task schedule. 

MCaLT Student Assistant
One student is chosen to be the MCaLT student assistant each time. If the class uses a 
student of the day, then that student will be the MCaLT assistant.

MCaLT Affirmation
The MCaLT student assistant (MSA) leads the MCaLT affirmation at the beginning and 
end of the session. She/ he also manages the task schedule, keeping the facilitator 
and class on-task. The student may also assist in managing materials for activities or 
identifying peers to assist with this task. See Toolkit for video.

All Lessons Follow this Sequence:
1. Set up: The occupational therapist gathers all materials and sets up the MCaLT visual task schedule for each lesson 
beforehand.
2. Student assistant: The MCaLT student assistant (MSA) is identified (may be classroom’s student of the day). It is 
suggested that as in many SEL programs, such as PATHS, the MSA should be chosen randomly so all students are given 
equal opportunities to be the MCaLT MSA.
3. Picture task schedule: The MCaLT picture task schedule is placed at the front of the classroom. The MSA manages the 
schedule throughout the session. The OT may quickly preview the activities for the lesson
4. MCaLT affirmation: The MSA leads the class in the MCaLT affirmation (see Toolkit) video
5. Review: OT reviews the main concepts and what the students learned during the previous lesson. If the students are 
writing weekly reflections or responses to teacher generated prompts in their MCaLT journal, the teacher or MSA may invite 
3-4 volunteers to share reflections.  This is a great way to review what was learned the week before 
6. Learning experience: OT introduces and provides any visual supports, instructions for the week’s learning experiences 
7. OT wrap up
8. Affirmation led by the MSA. 

*Information in italics are the suggested scripts and comments meant to highlight the concepts and skills that are being 
taught. 
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Module 1: Positive Attitudes and Values for Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals: Teach MCaLT Affirmations
A simple affirmation that involves hand actions and the words “Peace, love, respect for everyone” will be used to begin and 
end each MCaLT session. The final activity of each session is to draw or write a simple response to the quality or focus of 
each lesson. Book marks will be laminated and used by students during their English Language Arts activities. In Lessons 
1-3, students will reflect on and illustrate what the core values of peace, caring and respect mean to them. In lessons 4-6 
students will develop awareness of self and others by recognizing commonalities with characters in stories that seem 
different from them. These lessons are expected to promote a positive, caring and respectful social environment as a 
foundation for social participation and building a sense of belonging for all students.

Video of MCaLT affirmation is located in the Embedded Programs tab under the MCaLT 
e-Manual tab at www.everymomentcounts.org

Module One
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Module 1: Lesson 1 — Peace
Goals: 
1. Students will recall and demonstrate a positive affirmation 
to establish positive attitudes and values during the MCaLT 
sessions and other classroom activities.
2. Students will show an understanding of “peace” by drawing
pictures, designs or writing words that describe what ‘peace’
means to them.

Materials:
• Picture - Task Schedule
• Whiteboard or chalkboard and markers or chalk
• Book about peace such as: “What Does Peace Feel Like?”  By Vladamir Radunsky, 2004
• Erasable “Think-Feel-Do” poster with erasable markers
• Card stock blank book marks
• Colored pencils, crayons or markers
• One book mark you have created with one picture or design that reflect the core value and quality of ‘peace’
• Optional: Chime, bell to end work session

Lead In: Identify one student leader to manage task schedule, removing each task picture/word when it is completed

Activity: Introduce students to MCaLT program and its focus by saying:
The name of this program is Making Connections and Learning Together. During our time together we will learn our MCaLT 
Affirmation but 1st let’s define what it means.

• Write on Whiteboard: Affirmation
An affirmation is a positive, firm statement that something exists or is true; it is saying ‘YES’ to what is important to us, what 
we value. It is also a way for us to remember what we need to DO to make a classroom that is comfortable for all to learn, 
work together and have fun. 

• Invite students to join you as you model MCaLT Affirmation:

• Invite students to repeat the Affirmation as you coach the MSA as you both lead the affirmation.
Our Affirmation says ‘Yes’ to 3 core values that are really important to make our classroom a good place for everyone to get 
along, work and learn together. Today we will think about what peace looks and feels like and we will practice it. 

• Review or read book on Peace such as “What Does Peace Feel Like?” By Vladamir Radunsky, 2004

Activity – Making Peace Together:
• Invite students to listen very carefully to a meditation chime by saying:
Let’s all make peace together, by listening to this chime together. Listen until you cannot hear sound.

• Students will reflect on this experience as well as the book.
• Use the Erasable Think-Feel-Do person poster
• Brainstorm what Peace  is…. how do you feel? 
 • What is peace like in your mind, what are you thinking when you are peaceful?
 • What does peace sound like?
 • What does peace look in your body? What are you doing? 

Photo Credit: www.csuci.edu/

• If you can say ‘yes’ to the peaceful person you are and want to be, put your hands together like this (action: 
hands together, palms and finger tips touch, at chest) and say “Peace”
• If you can say ‘yes’ to the caring, loving person you are and want to be, cross your arms like this (action: arms 
cross over heart, hands touch opposite shoulders) and say “love”
• If you can say ‘yes’ to the respectful person you are and want to be, put your hands to your forehead like this 
(action: extended fingers touch forehead and then extend out to signal entire room/ all people in the space) and 
say “respect for everyone”.  (See video of affirmation)
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Optional Activity: 
• Ask students: Who can show us what we do when we are NOT being peaceful?
Identify one student to model inappropriate behaviors
• Ask students: Who can show us what we do when we are being peaceful?
Identify one student to model appropriate behaviors

Engage Students in Creating Bookmark by Asking Students to:
• Say: Reflect on what we learned about peace. Write a few words or draw a picture to show what you thought about or felt 
when we reviewed or read the story
• Show your example and encourage students to make one drawing or write a few words. Remind them that we will be adding 
to the bookmark for the next 5 weeks, leaving enough room to add to their bookmarks. 
• Give students card stock bookmark and colored markers. Encourage them to be thoughtful and focus on one drawing or a 
few words. 
• Use chime, bell or quiet hand clap pattern to signal end of session. (Use signal typically used in class for transitions)
• Collect the book marks and colored markers, etc.

Wrap-up:
Put your hand on your heart and think about how you did today. If know in your heart you were successful at being a peaceful 
person, put your thumb up. If you know in your heart you could do better, put your thumb to the side. 

Affirmation: MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
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Module 1: Lesson 2 — Loving and Caring
Goals: 
1. Student will recall and demonstrate the MCaLT 
positive affirmation. 
2. Students will show an understanding of “love (or 
caring)” by drawing picture, design or writing words 
that describe what ‘love’ means to them.

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Whiteboard or chalkboard and markers or chalk
• Book about love and caring such as: Honey, I love…, 
by Eloise Greenfield, 2003.
• Erasable “Think-Feel-Do” poster with erasable 
markers
• Student’s card stock bookmarks
• Colored pencils, crayons or markers

Photo Credit: www.theconversation.com

• One book mark you have created with one picture or design that reflects the core value and quality of ‘love’
• Optional: Chime, bell to end work session

Affirmation: Led by MSA, Coach as needed. 

Review:
• Remind students
Last week we learned that an affirmation can remind us of what we need to DO in our classroom so it is comfortable for 
everyone to learn, work together and have fun, it is what important to us, what we value

A positive affirmation can be something we say to ourselves everyday to remember what is important to us and what we want 
to do.

We explored what peace is like to many different children and what peace looks like in our body and on our face, feels like 
and what we think when we are peaceful. 

• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on peace from their bookmark or MCaLT journal

Activity: Tell students: Today we will be exploring the idea of love and caring.  Love is a strong feeling that means you care a 
lot about other people, no matter what they do or say. 
The sign in our Affirmation for Love is to cross our arms over our chest.

For schools that use SEL curriculum like PATHS - What have you learned to do that you cross your arms over your chest?  
Show me how you do “Do Turtle”

For schools not using a SEL curriculum, ask the students, “Show me how you give yourself a big hug”. Encourage them to 
take a deep breath and think how they feel.

When you do Turtle…, 
When you give yourself a big hug, take a deep breath…. 

… you are showing love for yourself, no matter what your are feeling or thinking at the time. You love yourself enough to stop, 
take a deep breath and then name what you are feeling. 
Love starts with loving yourself.
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Optional Activity: 
• Ask students: Who can show us what we do when we are NOT being caring or loving?
Identify one student to model inappropriate behaviors
• Ask students: Who can show us what we do when we are being caring or loving?
Identify one student to model appropriate behaviors

Engage Students in Creating Bookmark by Asking Students to:
• Say: Reflect on what we learned about love. Write a few words or draw a picture to show what you thought about or felt 
when we reviewed or read the story
• Show your example and encourage students to make one drawing or write a few words. Remind them that we will be adding 
to the bookmark for the next 5 weeks, leaving enough room to add to their bookmarks. 
• Give students their card stock bookmark and colored markers. Encourage them to be thoughtful and focus on one drawing 
or a few words. 
• Use chime, bell or quiet hand clap pattern to signal end of session. (Use signal typically used in class for transitions)
• Collect the book marks and colored markers, etc.

Wrap-up:
Put your hand on your heart and think about how you did today. If know in your heart you were successful at being a caring or 
loving person, put your thumb up. If you know in your heart you could do better, put your thumb to the side. 

Affirmation: MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
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Module 1: Lesson 3 — Respect
Goals: 
1. Student will recall and demonstrate MCaLT positive affirmation. 
2. Students will show an understanding of “respect ” by drawing a picture, 
design or writing words that describe what ‘respect’ means to them.

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Whiteboard or chalkboard and markers or chalk
• Book about respect such as : “The Golden Rule” by Ilene Cooper
• Erasable “Think-Feel-Do” poster with erasable markers
• Student’s card stock bookmarks
• Colored pencils, crayons or markers
• One book mark you have created with one picture or design that reflects the core value and quality of ‘respect’
• Optional: Chime, bell to end work session

Photo Credit: www.identityguard.com

Affirmation:
• Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
• Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session

Review:
• Remind students
During the last 2 weeks we learned that a positive affirmation can be something we say to our-selves everyday to remember 
what is important to us and what we want to do.
We explored the quality of peace and love, what is looks like in our body and on our face, feels like and what we can do to be 
peaceful, caring people. 
Today we will be exploring the idea of being respectful. 
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on love from their bookmark or MCaLT journal

Activity:
• Tell students: Today we will be exploring the core value of respect. 
• Review or read the book “The Golden Rule” by Ilene Cooper, 2007
• Use the Erasable Think-Feel-Do person poster, say:
Let’s brainstorm what Respect  is ….how do you feel? (Write down responses) 
What is being respectful like in your mind, what are you thinking when you are respectful?
What does being respectful sound like?
What does being respectful look in your body?  What are you doing?

Optional : Ask students who can show us what we do when we are NOT being respectful?
• Identify one student to model inappropriate behaviors
 Ask students who can show us what we do when we are being respectful?
• Identify one student to model appropriate behaviors

Engage students in creating bookmark by asking students to:
Write a few words or draw a picture to show what you thought about or felt when we reviewed or read the story

• Show your example and encourage students to make one drawing or write a few words. Show them an example of a 
finished book mark. 
• Show your example and encourage students to make one drawing or write a few words. Remind them that we will be adding 
to the bookmark for the next 4 weeks, leaving enough room to add to their bookmarks. 
• Give students their card stock bookmark and colored markers. Encourage them to be thoughtful and focus on one drawing 
or a few words. 
• Use chime, bell or quiet hand clap pattern to signal end of session. (Use signal typically used in class for transitions)
• Collect the bookmarks and colored markers, etc.
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Wrap-up:
Put your hand on your heart and think about how you did today. If know in your heart you were successful at being a 
respectful person, put your thumb up. If you know in your heart you could do better, put your thumb to the side. 

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
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Module 1: Lesson 4 — Different Just Like Me
Goals:
1. Students will recall and demonstrate the MCaLT positive affirmation. 
2. Students will identify and reflect on differences and similarities of 
preferred activities, experiences and values related to characters in 
“Different Just Like Me” by Lori Mitchell, 1999.

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Whiteboard or chalkboard and markers or chalk
• Book about differences and commonalities related to enjoyable activities and daily routines, such as “Different Just Like 
Me” by Lori Mitchell, 1999.
• Posters of activities related to DJLM
• Student’s card stock bookmarks
• Colored pencils, crayons or markers
• One book mark you have created with one picture or design that reflects the common experience, values related to book
• Optional: Chime, bell to end work session

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review
Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on respect from their bookmark or MCaLT journal.

Activity:
• Tell students:
Today we will be exploring how even though we may seem different from other people, we may also share similar interests, 
experiences or things we care about. 

• Review or read the book “Different Just Like Me” by Lori Mitchell, 1999.
• Use posters visual supports of preferred activities and daily routines related to DJLM to engage students in identifying how 
they are similar to April. Ask: How is April is different from you? How are you like April?
• Provide movement opportunities by asking students to stand up and move to the opposite side of the room if they are ‘just 
like April” for each poster/ question (see DJLM posters) 
• Engage students in creating bookmark by asking students to:
Write a few words or draw a picture to show what you thought about or felt when we reviewed or read the story

• Show your example and encourage students to make one drawing or write a few words. Remind them that we will be adding 
to the bookmark for the next 3 weeks, leaving enough room to add to their bookmarks. 
• Give students their card stock bookmark and colored markers. Encourage them to be thoughtful and focus on one drawing 
or a few words. 
• Use chime, bell or quiet hand clap pattern to signal end of session. (Use signal typically used in class for transitions)
• Collect the bookmarks and colored markers, etc.

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.
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Module 1: Lesson 5 — Do-Si-Do With Autism
Goals:
1. Students will recall and demonstrate the MCaLT positive affirmation. 
2. Students will identify 3 behaviors that children with an ASD might
 exhibit and discuss at least 3 reasons for the behaviors.
3. Students will identify and share their own sensory preferences 

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Whiteboard or chalkboard and markers or chalk
• Book about sensory processing differences such as 
“Do-Si-Do With Autism” by Sarah Ann Stup, 2006 
• Taylor Poster 
• Student’s card stock bookmarks
• Colored pencils, crayons or markers
• Optional: Chime, bell to end work session

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
• Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on valuing differences from their bookmark or MCaLT journal

Activity:
• Tell students:
Today we will read a story about a character with autism. 
The reason we are learning about autism is that some students in our communities or our school may have autism.
Sarah Stup, the author has autism.
She is not able to talk with her voice but she can type and communicate using the computer.
She wants us to know that each person with autism is different.
She also wants us to know ways to help a friend or classmate who has autism.

• Review or Read “Do-Si-Do With Autism” by Sarah Stup 
Use Taylor posters-visual supports to review Taylor’s behavior and reasons for his behavior as well as identify students’ 
sensory preferences
Ask students: In what ways were the other students just like Taylor?
How do you think Taylor felt on the bus ride home?
How do you think the other boys and girls felt on the bus ride home?

Engage students in creating bookmark by asking students to:
• Write a few words or draw a picture or designs to show what you thought about or felt when we reviewed or read the story 
about” Do-Si-Do with Autism”.
• Give students their card stock bookmark and colored markers. Encourage them to be thoughtful and focus on one drawing or 
a few words. 
• Use chime, bell or quiet hand clap pattern to signal end of session. (Use signal typically used in class for transitions)
• Collect the bookmarks, colored markers, pencils, etc.

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Photo Credit: www.madisonmontessori.org
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Module 1: Lesson 6 — Ms. McGraw Learns to Draw
Goals:
1. Students will recall and demonstrate the MCaLT positive affirmation. 
2. Students will describe individual qualities of main characters in “Ms. McCaw Learns to Draw” by Kaethe Zemach, 2008.
3. Students will describe how the main characters were encouraged and supported in the story and share supports they have 
experienced when they were having difficulty doing something.

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Whiteboard or chalkboard and markers or chalk
• Book about learning challenges, persistence, and external supports
such as “”Ms. McCaw Learns to Draw” by Kaethe Zemach, 2008.
• Student’s card stock bookmarks
• Colored pencils, crayons or markers
• One book mark you have created with one picture or design that reflects
the common expe-rience, values related to book
• Optional: Chime, bell to end work session

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
• Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review:
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on valuing differences from their bookmark or MCaLT journal

Activity:
• Tell students:
Remember we are working together each week to learn to be good partners and buddies so we can all be the best learners we 
can be! (MCaLT)
Today we will read about what people can do when they are having a hard time learning something. 
• Review or Read “Ms. McCaw Learns to Draw” by Kaethe Zemach, 2008.
Ask students:
How do you think Dudley felt when he couldn’t pay attention, it took a long time to learn things or get his work done?  How 
would you feel? 
What helped Dudley to do the things that were hard for him? 
Think of a time when you were learning something new, that was hard for you.  Share with class what you were learning and 
what helped you to learn? 
What did other people do to help you learn something you really wanted to learn?

Engage students in creating bookmark by asking students to:
Write a few words or draw a picture or designs to show what you thought about or felt when we reviewed or read the story” 
“Ms.McGraw Learns to Draw”.
Give students their cardstock bookmark and colored markers. Encourage them to be thoughtful and focus on one drawing or a 
few words. 
Use chime, bell or quiet hand clap pattern to signal end of session. (Use signal typically used in class for transitions)
Collect the bookmarks, colored markers, pencils, etc.

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Photo Credit: info.teachstone.com
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Module 2: Getting Ready for MCaLT
Overall Goals: 
This module uses some lessons, strategies and visual supports from The Zones of Regulation®: A Curriculum Designed 
to Foster Self-Regulation and Emotional Control ®” by Leah M. Kuypers, MA Ed. OTR/L. Students will develop awareness 
of self and others through recognizing feelings and their associated alertness levels. Some of the lessons from The Zones 
of Regulation® curriculum have been modified so that the Zones content may be delivered within the inclusive general 
education classroom. The students learn cooperation and active listening skills as well as the targeted social emotional 
learning competencies. 
*References throughout this eManual to “Zones Blue, Green, Yellow or Red Zones”  are the intellectual property of Leah Kuypers and refer 
to materials and reproducibles that are part of the The Zones of Regulation by Leah M. Kuypers (2011, Think Social Publishing).

Module Two
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Module 2: Lesson 1 — Cooperation
Focus –Learning about and practicing targeted active listening/cooperative group skills
Goals: 
1. Students will work cooperatively in a large group to meet a common goal using non-
verbal and verbal social communication. 
2. Students will reflect on their experience and identify behaviors that support 
cooperation for positive task-directed social interactions.

Materials:
• Hoola Hoop
• Play ground size ball
• Chart Paper and marker

Photo Credit: www.michiganallianceforfamilies.
org/education/reading/

Lead In:
• Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Activity: 
• Tell students: Today we are going to learn about working in a group cooperatively. 

• Hoola hoop activity
Ask students to get in one big circle and hold hands. Tell students: For this first cooperative activity, everyone must hold 
hands and not let go of your elbow buddies’ hands, no matter what. Once everyone is holding hands, ask one pair of students 
to let go and place the hoola hoop over one person’s shoulder. Then ask them to hold hands. Pass the hoola hoop around the 
circle without letting go of your partners’ hands. Do not talk until the hoola hoop is passed around the entire circle.  

• Ball activity
Ask students to turn so they are facing the center of the circle and then rotate to their left. They should be facing the back of 
one student and should not be holding hands. They are to pass the ball to the person behind them using an over the head 
then between the legs. Again they should not talk.Ask students to then sit down on the floor. May introduce/suggest floor 
push-ups* to make the transition to reflect on what they observed.

*Students sit with crossed legs, hands flat on the floor beside their hips. Students push slowly up with their arms and then 
slowly lower themselves to the floor. Repeat until they feel calmer and focused.
Ask students, “What did you see people doing when they were cooperating?”
Write down responses, coaching as needed.
How does it feel to cooperate with others?  

Wrap Up:
 Reflection – indicate with thumb up or sideways over heart re: how successful do you think you were in cooperating during 
our time together.

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
*Therapist will create a cooperation poster using the terms the students used to describe what they saw students doing 
when they cooperated. Therapist may edit and combine concepts so that terms clearly identify expected behaviors for 
cooperation. Find and add Google Images or clipart to illustrate behaviors and descriptors of cooperative behavior. Poster 
will be displayed during all MCaLT cooperative activities 

*Before you begin the next lessons in Module 2 and 3:
• Read Chapters 1 and 2 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. 
• Prepare the wall posters of the Zones as described on page 26 except glue the corresponding feelings to the appropriate 
Zone poster and laminate them before beginning lesson 2.

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.
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Module 2: Lesson 2 — Identifying feelings and alertness using The Zones of Regulation
Goals: 
Please refer to the goals listed on page 26 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include:
1. Introduce common vocabulary to develop awareness of alertness states of self and others
2. Connect feelings and alertness states with behavior

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Review:
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on cooperation from their MCaLT journal or thoughts.

Lead-In:
• Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session

Activity:
Lesson 1 – Introduce The Zones of Regulation (Kuypers, 2011, p. 26-29), using either of the children’s books On Monday 
When It Rained (Kachenmeister, C., 1989) or The Way I Feel (Cain, J., 2000) for all age groups.

Modifications to the learning activities outlined in The Zones lesson 1.
1. Zones of Regulation Wall Posters are pre-made by occupational therapist and posted at the front of the class
2. Emphasize that all feelings and Zones are OK.  How we respond to our feelings or Zones, the behaviors, can be 
“Expected” or “Unexpected” (Think Social®). 
3. Show students the Green Zone while you emphasize that we work together and learn best if we are in the Green Zone. 
4. Before reading the story, review page 27: “Lead-in for all ages”. As you describe each Zone, use appropriate body posture 
and facial expressions for feelings as they relate to the 4 zones.

Hold up an enlarged picture of a person in each of the 4 Zones. Use a few enlarged pictures representing different arousal/
alertness levels such as those from “How Does Your Engine Run?:  A leader’s guide to the Alert Program for Self-Regulation” 
(Williams & Shellenberger, 1996) or Google images.
Present each picture to group and ask them, “what is the person doing, how do they feel, what Zone are they in?”
Review and complete Learning Activities for Young Students as presented on page 28 of The Zones curriculum.

Wrap up:  
 Reflection – indicate with thumb up or sideways over heart re: how successful you think you were in being in the Green Zone 
during our time together.

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
** The poster and corresponding pictures and feelings that the students identified will be used by the teacher during the week 
to review and continue to practice identifying Zones of Regulations (along with feeling faces/words from SEL curriculum such 
as PATHS). Teachers should reinforce learning by labeling their feelings and Zone and referencing The Zones of Regulation 
visuals periodically throughout the day and week.
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Module 2: Lesson 3 — The Zones of Regulation Collage
From The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-regulation and emotional control, p. 38: 
Additional Learning Activity for Lesson 2.

Goals: 
Please referred to the goals listed on page 38 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include:
1. Students will participate in pairs using key targeted social skills related to active listening and cooperation. 
2. Students will apply concepts of Zones of Regulation by sorting and placing feeling words and associated actions onto 
corresponding Zones of Regulation colored paper.

Preparation:
Therapist/facilitator or teacher should prepare packets of 4-8 pictures for each pair or group of students. The pictures should 
represent people in each of the four Zones. Pictures can be from magazines, Google images or Alert Program materials 
(Williams & Shellenberger,1996).

Additional Materials:
MCaLT Cooperation Poster with pictures description of cooperative group skills created from Lesson 1 in Module 2
• 4 Laminated wall posters of The Zones from lesson 2. 
• Pre-selected packets of 4-8 pictures for each pair or group of students. 
• Binder size (8x10) construction paper in blue, green, yellow and red.
• Glue sticks

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Review:
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on their introduction to The Zones of Regulation and feelings associated with 
them from their MCaLT journal or thoughts.

Lead-In:
• Using MCaLT Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session

Activity:
Prepare the group for working in pairs: 
• Preview Cooperative Process by reviewing targeted skills on Cooperation poster
• Optional activity to deepen understanding of cooperative behaviors, facilitator and teach may use the following brief role 
plays to engage students in reflecting on behavior and identifying cooperative and non-cooperative behaviors.

See Scenarios Module 2 Lesson 3 below. After each role play, ask class to vote, thumbs up or down, asking Is this 
cooperative behavior?

Optional Scenarios Module 2 Lesson 3 
Scene 1
One person takes a picture and says “This belongs in the Blue Zone, this picture belongs in the Yellow Zone” not looking at 
or talking to his partner. 
Vote

Scene 2
One person takes a picture and looks at the partner to tell her, “This belongs in the Blue Zone because the boy is tired”. Her 
partner takes the picture away and says, “No, you’re wrong, it belongs in the Yellow Zone.”
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Activity Continued...
Scene 3
One person picks up a picture and asks the other person, “What do you think this person is doing?”.  Looks at partner and 
waits for a response. Then politely responses, “I agree” or “ I think he was …” One of the partners then asks the other “How 
do you think he feels?”.  Then politely responds….. and discusses response so they come to an agreement. Finally after the 
partners agree, they will discuss what Zone they think the person in the picture is in. 

Follow preparation for cooperation activities, use Additional Learning Activity from pg. 38 of The Zones of Regulation with the 
following modifications:
 with Additional Learning Activity from pg. 38 of The Zones of Regulation with the following modifications:
1. Divide group into partners 
2. Provide pairs with a packet of pictures from Google images, Alert program, magazines, etc. that illustrate various feelings 
and facial expressions. 
3. Follow instructions on page 38 in The Zones of Regulation to complete collage
• Inform the students you be observing them for positive behaviors like the ones you see in the Cooperation Poster that 
shows you are working well together.
  
Wrap-up: 
• Therapist and teacher provide brief feedback, reinforcement statements about observed cooperative process and Zones  
Collages and role plays if completed.

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

**These collages will be placed in sheet protectors and placed in the MCaLT binder, for use during the week to reinforce 
concepts. Teachers may reinforce learning by continuing to label their own feelings, alertness states and their corresponding 
Zones..  Teacher may occasionally make reflective statements, such as ‘ L, you look like your are feeling tired, you have your 
head on your hand and your body is slouched. You look like you are in the Blue Zone. Is that how you feel?

Photo Credit: www.internationalpublishers.org
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Module 2: Lesson 4 — Expected/Unexpected Behaviors (Winner, 2007; www.socialthinking.com )
Use the The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-regulation and emotional control, (Kuypers, 2011, 
p. 48- 53).

Goals:
1. Students will identify the Social Thinking concepts of “expected/ unexpected” behaviors for targeted school/classroom 
situations
2. Students will identify comfortable/ uncomfortable feelings and associated good and negative or weird thoughts. 
3. Students will recognize when people’s behaviors unexpected for 
their Zone.

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
• Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review:
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on reflections from their MCaLT journal or their thoughts on feelings and their 
Zones.

Activity:
Use Lesson: Our Behavior Impacts the Feelings of Those Around Us
From pages 50-51 from The Zones of Regulation (Kuypers, 2011).

Modifications:
1. Read a book that illustrates unexpected behaviors and how it impacts people’s thoughts such as “Miss Nelson Is Missing” 
by James Marshall, 1977. Stop periodically and ask the students to vote with thumbs up or down if the behaviors described in 
each passage is expected (thumbs up) or unexpected (thumbs down). 
2. If possible, give an example of students engaged in expected behaviors during previous or current session and your 
thoughts about them. Invite the teacher or students to share times they have observed unexpected behaviors and their 
thoughts about students involved. 
3. Ask students “Think about times at school, working on ELA, reading with a partner, or MCaLT, what are the expected 
behaviors? What feelings and thoughts might you or others have when they see these expected behaviors? List the expected 
behaviors on a chart. 
4. Ask students: What are some unexpected behaviors? 
What feelings might you or others have when you see these unexpected behaviors? What might you or others think when you 
see these unexpected behaviors? List the expected behaviors on a chart.

Wrap Up:
Reflection – indicate with thumb up or sideways over heart re: how successful you think you were in using expected behaviors 
during our time together.

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

** The Expected/ Unexpected Behaviors and Thoughts chart will be left for the classroom. Students and teacher may refer to 
it during the week to identify expected and unexpected behav-iors and good vs uncomfortable thoughts. 
***Additional Activities
 For Readers at the 3.1 GLE, an extension activity could be to have students use a script and act out the story using 
expression to show comprehension of text, feeling states and Zones as well as expected and unexpected behaviors. This 
activity will also promote reading fluency. SEE 4th script from: http://www.timrasinski.com/presentations/readers_theater_1-4.
pdf. 

Photo Credit: www.wordfindingforkids.com
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Module 2: Lesson 5 — Understanding Different Perspectives
Use the The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-regulation and emotional control, (Kuypers, 2011, 
p. 48- 53).

Goals:
Please referred to the goals listed on page 62 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include:

1.Students will participate in pairs using key targeted social skills related to active listening and cooperation while completing 
Understanding Different Perspectives reproducible.

Additional Materials:
• MCaLT visual task schedule
• Student generated Cooperation Poster

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
• Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review:
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on expected and unexpected behaviors from their MCALT journal or their 
thoughts.

Activity Modifications:
1. Select one of the Understanding Different Perspective: Reproducible I (Kuypers, 2011) handout/worksheet/reproducible, 
such as the Blue Zone. Complete the worksheet as a whole class. Begin by identifying a trigger that would put them in that 
color Zone. An example might be going to sleep late the night before, so that the student feels very tired and is in the Blue 
Zone. Use the handout to ask the students key questions to model the thought process and clarify key concepts. 
2. The classroom teacher assists in assigning peer partners to work together.  Once the peer partners are identified and each 
pair has been given a Zones handout, they will be given 10 - 15 minutes to complete their handout. Instruct them to identify 
and agree on a trigger that would put them in the assigned Zone. Each partner will work on their individual handout for the 
assigned colored Zone.
3. After the handout activity is completed, one person from each pair will share the insights he or she came up with in regards 
to the feelings, thoughts and statements others might have with the entire class. 
4. The completed Understanding Different Perspectives handout will be placed in protective sheets and put in the MCaLT 
binder for students and teachers to reference during daily experiences.

Wrap Up:
 Reflection – indicate with thumb up or sideways over heart re: how successful you think you were in using expected 
behaviors during our time together.

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

Photo Credit: www.learningliftoff.com
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Module 2: Lesson 6 — Me in my Zones
Use the The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-regulation and emotional control, (Kuypers, 2011, 
p. 48- 53).

Goals:
Please referred to the goals listed on page 73 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include:
 
1. Students will practice cooperative and active listening skills when working in small learning activity groups/pairs.

Additional Materials:
• MCaLT visual task schedule
• Student generated Cooperation Poster

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
• Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities 
for this session.
• MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review:
• Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on what they have 
observed or reflections on understanding different perspectives.

Activity Modifications:
Use Activity for Lesson 6: Me in My Zones (Kuypers, 2011, 74) however students will be working in pairs, completing a Me in 
My Zones handout for only 1 colored zone.  
1. In order to introduce and model the activity, select The Green Zone hand-out (Kuypers, 2011, pg. 78). Complete the 
handout as a whole class. Begin by asking the students to show what they look like when they are in the Green Zone. Use the 
handout to ask the students key questions to model the thought process and clarify key concepts. (i.e. teacher or a student 
could model being in the Green Zone while the group reflects on body and facial clues.) 
2. The classroom teacher assists in assigning peer partners. Each partner will work on one Zone, i.e Blue or Green or Yellow 
or Red. Once the peer partners are identified and each pair has been given a Me in My Zone handout, they will be given 10 - 
15 minutes to complete their hand-out. 
3. After the activity is completed, one person from each group will share the face and body clues, the triggers or situations 
that put them in their assigned Zone and how others might feel when they are in that Zone. 
4. The therapist or teacher may make comments on features in their pictures that illustrate the Zones they are focusing on.
5. The completed Me in My Zones handout will be placed in sheet protectors and placed in the MCaLT binder for students 
and teachers to reference during daily experiences. 
6. Additional Me in My Zones handouts may be provided for students to use to reflect on when they are in different Zones 
during the week.

Affirmation:
• MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

*Suggested MCaLT Journal writing prompt
How can it help you to pay attention to the cues from your body and feelings to know which Zone you are in?
Why would it be helpful to have some ideas of what Zone someone else might be in?

Photo Credit: www.healtheconnect.bannerhealth.com
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Module 3: Tools for Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals:
This module uses interventions and lessons from “The Zones of Regulation®: A Curriculum Designed to Foster Self-
Regulation and Emotional Control®,” chapter 4, pages 102- 134, by Leah M. Kuypers, MA Ed. OTR/L. Students will identify 
and demonstrate the use of targeted tools and strategies to change alertness/ arousal levels in a structured setting through 
guided instruction and coaching. Students will apply targeted tools and strategies to resolve social emotional challenges in a 
variety of school settings and through reflection on selected children’s literature with the use of visual supports and teacher/ 
peer coaching and modeling. Lesson 1 focuses on different ways to ‘stop and take a deep breath”. Lesson 2 focuses on a 
variety of sensory based strategies to change or maintain alertness/arousal levels. Lessons 3-5 focus on a variety of thinking 
strategies as presented by Kuypers.

Before you begin the next lessons in Module 3…
• Read Chapter 4, pages 102- 105 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum and instructions on using the Zones Tools 
Worksheet on pages 110- 112. 

Module Three
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Module 3: Lesson 1 — Stop and Take a Deep Breath: Breathing Tools
Use Lesson 11: Exploring Tools for Calming from The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-regulation 
and emotional control, (Kuypers, 2011, p. 112- 119).
Goals: 
Please referred to the goals listed on page 113 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include:

1. Students will apply learned strategies to everyday routines and social emotional challenges in a variety of school settings.

Additional Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Control Signal Poster (Turtle Poster) for PATHS or other 
SEL curriculum 
• Diagram of Lungs and process of inhalation and exhalation
(see ToolKit)

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Introduction:
• Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
• MSA will manage task schedule, removing each task picture/word when it is completed.

Activity: 
Tell students:  We are going to learn about ways to take good, long deep breaths and what they do for your body and mind. 
This is a lifelong skill that will help you to management yourself and difficult situations in positive, caring, respectful ways and 
to use our problem-solving strategies effectively. It will also help you to be the best learner and partner you can be. 
Show a poster such as: Stop Opt and Go Poster (available on www.socialthinking.com or Reproducible GG from The Zones 
of Regulation, Kuypers, 2011. * If your school is using a SEL curriculum such as PATHS, you may use the corresponding 
Control Signal Poster or self-regulation poster.  
Point to the Stop Opt and Go Poster.  Traffic signals help us to do what we need to do while keeping us and everyone safe 
and comfortable. Each color light is a signal that tells us what to do to stay safe and comfortable so we can get to where we 
want to go and do what we want to do.
This Stop Opt and Go Poster can help us to know what to do so that we can get into or stay in the Green “good to go” Zone. 
This helps us to:
• Work together and get along
• Be the best learners we can be
• Help each other so we feel happy, comfortable and have fun learning
We will focus on the red light today. What does the red light on the Control Signal Poster mean? Yes Stop and calm down. 
What are the two steps you should do? Yes stop and take a deep breath. Today we are going to practice ways to take a good, 
long deep breath.

Students will be given guided instruction on 3 different breathing techniques and will circle the Zone they think it will help 
them in.
Show students diagram of lungs. 
This is a picture of our lungs. This is the place where air enters and leaves our body. What do you think our lungs do? What 
does oxygen do for our body and mind?
Yes, the lungs bring fresh air filled with oxygen to our blood stream. From there the oxygen goes to our body and brain, 
so everything can work well. In turn the blood picks up used air and the lungs release that old, used air when we exhale or 
breathe out. 
We are going to practice 3 ways to breathe deeply, so that we can bring in lots of fresh, new oxygen and so we can get rid of 
the old, used up air. 
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Activity Continued... 
Show students the picture of the ribs. 
These are our ribs; they are made of bone and protect our lungs. Find your ribs,
What do your ribs feel like? Check for accuracy in locating ribs
Take 2 deep breathes. What do our ribs do when we breathe?
There is a special way we can breathe to help our body and mind calm down and be focused, but it takes practice.

Show students picture of lungs and diaphragm. Describe how the diaphragm moves when inhaling and exhaling.
We will try belly breathing first to feel how the diaphragm moves down when breathing. 

Model belly breathing, using exaggerated movements of abdomen.
Hold onto your stomach and breathe in very slowly, pushing your belly out, then exhale pushing your belly in. Feel how your 
diaphragm inside your body goes down when you breathe in and up when you breathe out. 
Let’s practice 2-3 very slow, deep breaths. Be sure to exhale completely, getting rid of all the old, used up air. 

Ask students to identify what zones belly breathing might help them in and circle the Zone or on the Zones Tools Worksheet 
(Reproducible R, Kuypers, 2011, pg. 112)’.
May coach by asking, If you are very tired (in the Blue Zone) and you did belly breathing, would it wake you up and get in the 
Green Zone? If you were scared and in the Yellow Zone, would belly breathing help to get in the Green Zone?

Model 6 Sides of Breathing (Reproducible S, Kuypers, 2011,pg. 118 ) to class using the visual. Ask group to stand and using 
outstretched arm and 2 fingers, trace and follow the breathing patterns of 6 Sides of Breathing (Kuypers, 2011, pg. 119).  
When the group has repeated the full sequence 2-3 times, ask them to copy 6 Sides of Breathing and circle the Zone(s) it 
might help in.

Model Lazy 8 Breathing (Reproducible T, Kuypers, 2011, pg 119) to class using the visual. Ask group to stand and using 
outstretched arm and 2 fingers, trace and follow the breathing patterns of Lazy 8 breathing. When the group has repeated 
the full sequence 2-3 times, ask them to copy Lazy 8 of Breathing, and circle the Zone(s) it might help in. When students are 
finished, collect Zones Tools Worksheets to be used next week. 

Activity modification: Therapist may record some of the Zones Tools the students will explore this week and next on a 
worksheet and then make copies for the group to minimize copying/ writing tasks.  

Wrap-Up:
Ask students when a good time might be to practice taking a deep breath? Encourage the class to practice this skill; therapist 
and/or teacher may identify when they use this calming strategy. 

Afirmation:
• MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

** The diagram of the lungs (for Belly Breathing) as well as visuals for 6 Sides of Breathing and Lazy 8 Breathing will be 
placed in sheet protectors in the MCaLT binder under the Tools section. Students and teacher may refer to it during the week 
to remember and use different ways to breathe for practice during daily routines and when social and emotional challenges 
arise.
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Module 3: Lesson 2 — Sensory Tools for Self-Regulation (adapted from The Zones of Regulation, 
Kuypers, 2011, p. 108- 112, 120)
Before you begin this lesson…
Please read Lesson 10: Exploring Sensory Support Tools from The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster 
self-regulation and emotional control, (Kuypers, 2011,(p. 108-109)

Goals: 
Please referred to the goals listed on pages 108 and 113 of The Zones 
of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include:

1. Students will participate in pairs using key targeted social skills 
related to active listening and cooperation while trying different 
sensory and calming strategies, reflecting on the targeted strategies
and how they can be used to regulate their Zones 
2. Students will apply sensory and calming strategies to everyday
routines and social emotional challenges in a variety of school settings.

Additional Materials:
• My Calming Sequence (Buron, Manns,Schultz & Thomas, 2006. From When My Worries Get Too Big!  Shawnee Mission, 
Kansas: AAPC Publishing Co. See Reproducible U in The Zones of Regulation, Kuypers, 2011, pg. 120) 
• Zones Tools Worksheet (Reproducible R, Kuypers, 2011). 

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Lead-in:
1. Using MCaLT task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Activity: 
Use Activity for Lesson 10: Exploring Sensory Support Tools (Kuypers, 2011, p. 110) however students will be working in pairs 
to complete a Zones Tools Worksheet together

Once the students are in their assigned pairs, teacher and therapist/facilitator will guide each pair to a different station. 

Each pair will be given 3-5 minutes to explore and reflect on the sensory tools and strategies, using the Zones Tools 
Worksheet. The therapist/facilitator should use a timer. 
Tell the students: When you hear the bell (chime or clap) please move to the next station with your partner
Your teachers and I will be available to help if you need it. We will be watching for expected cooperative behaviors. 

Wrap-up:
Reflection – indicate with thumb up or sideways over heart re: how successful you think you were in using expected behaviors 
when working with your partner?

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

Photo Credit: montessoritraining.blogspot.com
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Module 3: Lesson 3 — Size of the Problem (The Zones of Regulation, Kuypers, 2011, p. 122-124) 
with Henry’s Awful Mistake

Goals: 
Please refer to the goals listed on page 121 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson include: 

1.Student will apply the Social Thinking® vocabulary concept, Size of the Problem (Winner, 2007) to situations a character 
experiences in selected children’s literature.  

Additional Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• One Size of Problem visual(Reproducible W, Kuypers, 2011, p. 125) 
with examples 
• Book or iPad App for Henry’s Awful Mistake by Robert Quackenbush 
(1980) or Erandi’s Braids by Antonio Hernandez Madrigal (1999)
• Zones Tools Worksheet (Reproducible R, Kuypers, 2011). 

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Activity: 
Follow steps 1-4 in Lesson 12: Size of the Problem, (Kuypers, 2011, pp. 122-123). 
Use a book that focuses on various size problems and the main character’s reactions which may be disproportionate to the 
problem such as Henry’s Awful Mistake by Robert Quackenbush or Erandi’s Braids by Antonio Hernanadez Madrigal

Then tell the students: We are going to read/ review Henry’s Awful Mistake, to help us think about problems and decide what 
the size of Henry’s (Erandi’s) problems were and in what Zones his/her reactions were.  

Remember depending on the size of the problems, we expect different behaviors and responses. When there is a little 
problem, we expect no reactions or very small reactions. 
We will use the Thinking Tool: Size of the Problem to decide what size problem the main character has and if his response or 
behaviors is expected based on the size of the problem. 
Read or Review “Henry’s Awful Mistake” by Robert Quackenbush or Erandi’s Braids by Antonio Hernanadez Madrigal
 
Use the size of the problem chart to reflect on the problems and the main character’s reaction while reading the story.

Wrap-up:
Tell students: Think about Size of the Problem thinking tool.What Zones do you think it might help you in? 
Pass out Zones Tool Worksheet and have students write ‘Size of the Problem’ and circle Zones it would help you take care.  

As you use this tool this week, think about how it may help you to stay or get into the Green Zone ? What happens when 
you’re feeling to a little problem is in the Yellow or Red Zone?  What should your reaction look like? 

How can using the Size of the Problem Thinking Tool change the outcome for you? Remember if our reactions are 
unexpected, other students and the teacher will have uncomfortable feelings and thoughts about that.

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

Photo Credit: winwes.com
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Module 3: Lesson 4 — Inner Coach vs. Inner Critic Tools for Self-Regulation (Kuypers, 2011, pp. 127-130)

Goals: 
Please referred to the goals listed on page 121 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. Additional goals for this lesson 
include:

1. Students will participate in pairs using key targeted social skills related to active listening and cooperation while reflecting 
on their own self-talk.
2. Student will apply the thinking strategy of inner coach to everyday routines and social emotional challenges in a variety of 
school settings.
 

Additional Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Inner Coach and Inner Critic Worksheet (Reproducible X and Y, 
Kuypers 2011)
• Ball of Yarn

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed.

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Activity and Modifications: 
Follow steps 1-2 for lead in Kuypers, 2011, p. 127.
1. Initially complete Inner Coach Worksheet (Kuypers, 2011) as a whole class following step 1 in the Activity on p. 127. 
2. Then assign peer partners who will work together to complete the Inner Critic and Inner Coach Worksheets (Kuypers, 
2011). These completed worksheets will be put in sheet protectors and placed in the MCaLT binder as a resource for 
reflection and guidance for students and teachers during daily challenges and experiences. 
3. Give the students 15 minutes to complete this activity. Collect the worksheets.
4. Invite students to sit or stand in a circle, telling them to create an Inner Coach Web.  
5. Tell them: Please think of a situation that is difficult for you at school. Then think what your Inner Coach might say to keep 
positive thoughts in your mind so you can be successful. You will each get a turn to share your situation and what your Inner 
Coach would say when someone tosses the yarn to you. Please toss the yarn to someone who nods their head, showing they 
are ready to take a turn and ready to share. 
6. Give the end of the yarn ball to one student, making sure there is enough yarn unraveled from the ball so he/she can easily 
toss it to another student. Encourage students to toss the yarn ball to someone across from them so a nice web is formed. 

Wrap-up:
Tell the students: This Inner Coach web can remind us that we all have an Inner Coach and inner critic.  We can use our 
Inner Coach as a thinking tool to help to manage our zones or stay in the Green Zone. Our Inner Coach can help us to think 
positively about ourselves and the people and situations around us. 

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

* Inner Coach and Inner Critic Worksheets completed by the class will be placed in a sheet protector in the Tools Section of 
the MCaLT binder.
** The Inner Coach Web will be given to the teacher for display to remind students of their Inner Coach and to practice using 
the Inner Coach. Students and teacher may refer to these visual supports during the week to remember and use positive 
thoughts (Inner Coach) and to challenge negative, self-defeating thoughts (Inner Critic) during daily routines and when social 
and emotional challenges arise. 

Photo Credit: goodhousekeeping.com
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Module 3: Lesson 5 — Superflex ® vs. Rock Brain© (Madrigal & Winner, 2008) for Self-Regulation 
(The Zones of Regulation, Kuypers, 2011, pp. 131- 132).

Goals: 
Please referred to the goals listed on page 121 of The Zones of Regulation curriculum. 
Additional goals for this lesson include:
1. Student will apply the thinking strategy of Superflex® vs. Rock Brain© to role plays and everyday routines and social 
emotional challenges in a variety of school settings

Additional Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule

Affirmation:
Invite 2 students or class student leaders to begin the session with the 
affirmation. Coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. Identify one student leader to manage task schedule, removing each 
task picture/word when it is completed.

Review:
Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on Inner Coach/ Inner Critic from their MCaLT Journal or experiences during the 
week.  

Activity and Modifications: 
Refer to activity and wrap-up on page 132 in Kuypers, 2011 to introduce and clarify key concepts. 
Ask for volunteer student actors to act out 2 different scenarios in which students demonstrate through actions and words, 
Rock Brain thinking as well as Superflex® thinking (Madrigal & Winner, 2008). The occupational therapist/ facilitator and 
teacher will coach each pair to demonstrate flexibility or rigidity in the scenarios. 

(Refer to Superflex®: A Superhero Social Thinking Curriculum by Stephanie Madrigal and Michelle Garcia Winner for 
additional information on teaching about Superflex and the team of Unthinkable characters.)

Scenario 1: 3 male students will act out Rock Brain scenario using a script. 
Charley (who is a student) says with commitment “I love to draw fish. My fish are bright and beautiful! I draw the best fish of 
anyone!”.  Antonio who is sitting next to him, smiles and says “You are very good at drawing fish.”
Mr. Arnold (who is the Art teacher), says, “Today, in art class we will be learning about perspective. We will be drawing 
pictures of a street scene with trees, flowers and people in it”.
Charley, becomes very upset, throwing his pencil and paper, yelling “I don’t like drawing people and trees! I only like drawing 
fish and water!

Therapist/facilitator:  
What zone do you think Charley is in? What are the clues? Build consensus through discussion and sharing clues related to 
possible feelings, facial and body clues, etc.
What kind of thinking is Charley using? What might he do to show Superflex thinking?
Is Charley’s behavior expected or unexpected? What kinds of thoughts might you have about Charley?
 
Complement students on their acting and in helping us to understand Superflex® and Rock Brain thinking. 

Photo Credit: readinghorizons.com
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Scenario 2: 3 female students will act out Superflex scenario using a script.
Anna (a student) is in the lunch line behind two other students. All pretend to push their lunch trays through the lunch line. 
Anna says excitedly to the student in front of her (Maria) , “I love pizza! It is my favorite food for lunch at school.” Maria says 
“Me too!” 

The cafeteria worker, Mrs. Jackson says to Anna, “I am sorry, but we just ran out of pizza. We will be serving grilled cheese 
sandwiches instead”. 
Anna looks disappointed and then says, “OK, I like the grilled cheese sandwiches too. I can have pizza another day”. 

Therapist/facilitator:   
What Zone do you think Anna is in? What are the clues? Build consensus through discussion and sharing clues related to 
possible feelings, facial and body clues, etc.  
What kind of thinking is Anna using? 
Is Anna’s behavior expected or unexpected? What kinds of thoughts might you have about Anna?
If Anna chose to use Rock Brain© thinking what might she have done and said?

Complement students on their acting and in helping us understand Superflex and Rock Brain thinking.

Wrap-up:
Tell students: Our student actors helped us to see that Rock Brain thinking can put us in the Yellow and Red Zones. We 
also saw that we can choose to use Superflex®thinking as a tool that can help us take care of our zone so we can work well 
together, have fun and be the best learners we can be. We also saw that using Superflex thinking helps us to use expected 
behaviors so other people have good thoughts about us!

Tell students: During this week, pay attention to your thinking when challenges or problems come up. Are you using Rock 
Brain thinking? Find ways to use Superflex thinking as a tool to defeat Rock Brain thinking,solve your problems, and manage 
your zones

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

* Pictures and props for Superflex and Rock Brain will be given to the teacher for display to remind students of flexible and 
inflexible thinking and to practice using Superflex thinking. Students and teacher may refer to these visual supports during 
the week to reflect on their thinking and to practice using flexible thinking to solve social emotional challenges. 
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Module 3: Lesson 6 — Matthew and Tillie

Goals: 
1. Students will name and demonstrate the steps to solving social interaction problems using the STOP,OPT &GO visual 
(Kuypers, 2011).
2. Students will recall and apply a variety of Zones’ tools to a social emotional challenge experienced by characters in 
children’s literature such as Matthew and Tillie:, by Rebecca C. Jones, 1995.

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• A book about friendships and conflict such as Matthew and Tillie, 
by Rebecca C. Jones. STOP, OPT &GO visual (Kuypers, 2011)
• Optional: Chart Paper with Columns for Matthew and Tillie – 
Zones, Expected/Unexpected Behaviors, Tools to use. 

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review:
Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on Rock Brain© and Superflex ®  Thinking from their MCaLT Journal or 
experiences during the week.  

Activity: 
Tell students: We are going to think about what we learned and help some friends in a story use the tools we learned to 
resolve their problems so they can feel good, have fun and work and play together well.
Tell students: Matthew and Tillie are friends. Just like us they want to be peaceful, caring and respectful. We are going to 
read a story about them. While we read the story we will stop and think about what zone (Kuypers, 2011) they are in and if 
their behavior is expected or unexpected (Winner, 2007; www.socialthinking.com ) (see Social Thinking concepts @ www.
socialthinking.com ). 
Read or review a book about friendships and conflict such as Matthew and Tillie, by Rebecca C. Jones.
Stop periodically and ask class to identify Matthew and Tillie’s (main character’s) zones and ex-pected or unexpected 
behavior. 
Tell students: Disagreements and misunderstandings happen between friends and other people. When we use the tools we 
have learned, we can solve problems in ways that help us manage our zone or even keep us and everyone else in the Green 
Zone so we and others feel good, have good thoughts about each other and make good choices of what to do.
Let’s think about what we have learned about our zones’ tools to help Matthew and Tillie.  Let’s brainstorm what Tillie might 
do differently when Matthew broke her purple crayon. 
Let’s start with our STOP,OPT &GO poster (Kuypers, 2011).
First let’s us stop and take a long deep breathe. 
• Let’s brainstorm (and write down) what Tillie might do first when she realized Matthew broke her crayon. 
• How do you think Tillie felt when Matthew broke her favorite purple crayon? What zone do you think Tillie was in?
• What tools could Tillie use to take care of her zone?
• Now let’s think about Matthew when Tillie starts yelling at him. How do you think Matthew felt? What zone was he in? Was 
the way he cared for his zone expected or unexpected? 
• What tools could Matthew use to get into the Green Zone?

Photo Credit: usnews.com
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Wrap-up:
Complement class on their creative solutions for helping Matthew and Tillie solve their problem peacefully and respectfully 
using the tools and concepts we have learned.  
Tell students: For the next week, continue to practice these tools and strategies such as identifying our feelings, zones, using 
STOP,OPT &GO steps to solve problems, so that we can to be the best learner and partner we can be. 

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
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Module 4: Making Connections and Learning Together
Overall Goals
Students will apply learned concepts, tools and strategies to different challenging situations that may occur in school in and 
outside of classroom settings. These situations may be especially challenging to students with some types of disabilities, 
such as autism. 

Module Four
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Module 4: Lesson 1 — Talking to Our Buddies

Goals: 
1. Students will identify and demonstrate expected verbal and non-verbal behaviors needed to engage in reciprocal 
conversations with peers. 
2. Students will apply identified behaviors to everyday social routines and cooperative work and play activities in a variety of 
school settings

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture - Task Schedule
• Chart with Expected/ Unexpected behavior Columns
• Pictures people talking from magazines and Google images, etc. 

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 
• Invite 2 students or class student leaders to begin the session with 
the affirmation. Coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Activity: 
Tell students: We are going to think about talking to our buddies. What it looks like, feels like and what we do with our body, 
eyes and mind when we carry on a conversation.
Tell students:  Learning how to talk to people helps people have good feelings and thoughts about us and is a very important 
skill for working and playing with our partners and in groups. 
Post a few pictures of people talking on the board or wall.
Teacher or therapist will record expected or unexpected behaviors 
Tell students: Let’s look at some pictures of people talking, having a conversation. What do people do when they are talking?  
What do they do with their eyes? 
What are the expected behaviors? Record on chart. What are the unexpected behaviors?
Ask students: Let’s practice.  Show me expected behaviors while I am talking to you.
Pause; observe group to make sure everyone is showing expected behavior. Compliment them pointing out specific 
behaviors from different students.
Ask students: What about their bodies, how close do they stand? What is expected distance you should stand if you are 
having a conversation with a buddy or teacher?
Ask two students to show how close they would stand if they were having a conversation.
If this is a special challenge for students, ask student helpers to stand very close or far apart. Ask students for each situation: 
Is this expected or unexpected behaviors when talking to a buddy or a teacher?
Tell students: I noticed something else about their bodies; what do you notice?
Ask two students to show unexpected body behaviors (bodies turned away from each other) when talking to a buddy.
Tell students: When we talk to our buddies we take turns listening and talking.
Remember when we listen we use our eyes, ears, body and brain; we think about what we are hearing. 
Listening is hearing with our mind. 
People know we are listening when we say something about what our buddy was talking about when it is our turn.
Teacher, therapist/facilitator give(s an example of not staying on topic.

Photo Credit: understood.org
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Activity Continued...
Ask students: Do you think I was listening to Mrs. X?
Teacher, therapist/facilatator model a conversation that shows active listening
What are some good things to talk about with your buddies? 
Write down responses on board
• Ex. What is your favorite book?
• What did you like the best in the book you read? 
• What did you not like about the book you just read?

Tell students: Turn to your elbow partner and take a few minutes to talk to them using the expected behaviors and a topic we 
suggested. We will be looking for expected behaviors for talking with a buddy. 
Therapist/facilitator and teacher observes and notes behaviors.

Wrap-up:
Ring chime, bell or clap 
Call group together. Teacher and therapist/facilitator give complements and shares observa-tions. 
Tell students: During times like lunch, breakfast or free choice, practice having a conversation with a classmate. Choose 
someone you don’t know too well and have a conversation, getting to know something about each other. 
Practice listening to your partner and using expected behaviors so others will have positive thought about you.

* List of expected and unexpected behaviors for talking to a buddy will be posted in the class MCaLT binder. Students and 
teacher may refer to it during the week to apply the concepts and learned skills to daily social routines and cooperative work 
and play activities. 
** Therapist/facilitator and Teacher may decide to create a ‘Having a Conversation’ poster based on students’ list of expected 
behaviors 
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Module 4: Lesson 2 — Perspective Detectives

Goal: 
1. Students will learn to reflect on situations through different perspectives using children’s literature such as “We are Best 
Friends”, by Aliki

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture - Task Schedule
• We Are Best Friends by Aliki
• Copy targeted script for Robert, Peter and Will for role play between
teacher and facilitator.
• Erasable ‘Think-Feel-Do’ Person Poster

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review: 
Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on what talking to our buddies from their MCaLT Journal or experiences during 
the week.  

Activity: 
Tell students: Today we are going to become Perspective Detectives. We will read and at times role-play a story about two 
friends. We will use our think- feel- do poster to understand different perspectives of two people in a story and why they act 
the way they do.
Tell students: We all have our own way of thinking and feeling about situations. Understanding how we and others think and 
feel about things will help us feel comfortable, to get along, resolve conflicts and make friends with many different people. 

Read or review the book: We are Friends, by Aliki. Be sure to stop at indicated points
Look at Title page and illustration. Say “Here are the two main characters of the book. They are Robert and Peter (point out 
characters) and they are Best Friends. Look carefully at the picture. What are they doing? How they are feeling? Are these 
expected or unexpected behaviors between 2 best friends? 
Turn to the next page, where they are playing with blocks. 
Tell students: Look carefully at this picture. What are they doing? How they are feeling? Are these expected or unexpected 
behaviors between 2 best friends?

Teacher and therapist/facilitator will role play scene on pages (1-3) where Peter tells Robert he is moving away. Robert should 
be presented as very upset and a bit aggressive. Peter should be presented as very sad and then scared.  Stop and ask: 
What do you think Robert is feeling? What do you think Peter is feeling? What clues did you see that helped you to make 
these con-clusions? Is Robert’s and Peter’s behaviors expected or unexpected? 

Read the story, stopping periodically to ask students to identify what zones and feelings each character may have. 

Stop on page where Robert first meets Will. 
Teacher and /facilitator role play Will and Robert. Will’s character should be portrayed as shy and tentative. Robert’s 
character should be portrayed as rigid and gruff. 
Ask students: What kind of thinking is Robert using? What Zone is he in? Is his behavior expected or unexpected? What kind 
of thinking is Will using? What Zone is he in? Is his behavior expected or unexpected?
Read the rest of the story.

Photo Credit: ldatschool.ca
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Wrap-up:
Tell students: We learned that Peter and Robert had different thoughts and feelings when Peter had to move away. We 
used our Perspective Detective Pictures to understand their perspectives and their behavior. We can also be Perspective 
Detectives with our buddies. How would we do this?
• (Ask about their feelings, tell them about our feelings. Look at their face, what might they be feeling” Look at their body, 
what cues tell us about their feelings…..Comfortable or uncom-fortable)? 
• Ask what they are thinking? tell them what we are thinking).
Optional, tell students: Use your Perspective Detectives skills to think about the perspectives of characters in the stories 
you read to understand why they do what they do. It can also help us to think of other things characters can do to solve a 
problem. 
Remember there is no right or wrong perspectives. All perspectives are OK!

Affirmation:
• MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

* Think-Feel-Do hand-out will be placed in MCaLT binder to support practice of perspective taking. Students and teacher 
may refer to it during the week to apply the concepts and learned skills to daily social routines and cooperative work and play 
activities as well as books they are reading. 
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Module 4: Lesson 3 — Assertiveness, How to Say ‘No’ and Still be Friends

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture- Task Schedule
• Assertive Rights Poster
• Color-coded Scenarios for Passive, aggressive and assertive behavior
role-plays
• Passive-Assertive-Aggressive Continuum visual

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review: 
Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on what talking to our buddies from their MCaLT Journal or experiences during 
the week.  

Activity: 
Tell students: Remember, when we began working together we learned an Affirmation. It has helped us remember what is 
important to us and what Peace, Love and Respect looks like in our classroom and school. 

This is our second to last session together. We are going to learn about how to be assertive, how to say what we think and 
feel and still be peaceful, loving and respectful. 

Tell students: Learning to be assertive is an important tool to being a peaceful, caring and respectful person. Assertive people 
feel good about themselves because they can make choices based on what is important to them and still be respectful to 
others. This is a lifelong skill that is important for working well with others, making friends and being positive members of our 
school, community and families.   

Activities: 
Refer to Assertiveness Bill of Rights and review with students, revise language as needed:
Tell students: As human beings we all have certain rights. They are the right to be:
• treated with respect
• to make mistakes and be responsible for them
• to refuse requests without having to feel guilty or selfish
• to ask for what you want (realizing that the other person has the right to say ‘no’)
• to be listened to and to be taken seriously
• to say “I don’t understand”
• to ask for information or help

There are three ways we act when we communicate with others: 
• passive
• aggressive
• assertive

Photo Credit: lcps.k12.nm.us
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Activities Continued...
When we are passive we act as if OTHER people’s rights and feelings matter more than ours.  Words that describe this way of 
acting is: shy, timid, anxious, etc.  
When people are being passive they avoid looking at the other person, their body is limp, like this…. And they may stand far 
away from the person they are talking to or turn their body away and talk quietly. They let other people tell them what to do 
even if it makes them uncomfortable.

Teacher and therapist role play passive behavior (scenario 1).
What Zone(s) of Regulation do you think a person who is passive might be in?
Have Students choose which picture represents passive on the Passive-Assertive-Aggressive Continuum visual.
When we are being aggressive we act as if OUR rights and feelings matter MORE than those of other people.
Words that describe this way of behaving is bossy, pushy, in your face…
When people are being aggressive, their body is tense, they stand too close to the other person, they may make a fist, talk 
loudly, frown and they may stare or glare at the other person. They often use “you” statements such as “you made me mad 
when you took my favorite pencil”. 

Teacher and therapist role play aggressive behavior.
What Zone(s) of Regulation do you think a person who is being aggressive might be in? 
Have Students Choose which picture represents Aggressive on the passive-aggressive continuum poster.

When we are being assertive we respect our rights and others’ rights equally, showing that our feelings and rights matter as 
much as the rights and feeling of others. 
We already know many of the steps to being assertive. The assertive person’s body is relaxed, they may smile and have a 
friendly look on their face, look the person in the eyes and turn their body toward the person. They always use “I” statements. 
It is very important to practice being assertive. When we are behaving assertively we use I-statements such as” I feel annoyed 
when you keep talking and don’t give me a chance to talk”. 
An assertive person tells the person something positive but is also honest. They might say, “I like doing things with you but I 
would be uncomfortable doing that because it is against the school rules.”   

Role play- Tell students: Watch carefully and decide if I am being passive, assertive or aggressive.
Teacher asks therapist/facilitator to come in extra early next week to help her and he/she don’t want to do it. Watch carefully 
and decide if I am being passive, assertive or aggressive.
Passive scenario: Look at the ground, shrug your shoulders and say:  Okay, if you want me to. 
Teacher says: If that is too early, maybe we can schedule another time 
Therapist/ facilitator says:  No, that’s OK. You need me to help you. 

Ask students to identify type of behavior, communication after each scenario
Aggressive scenario: Therapist/facilitator stands close to teacher after request. Makes a fist and says in a mean voice: You 
want me to come in extra early to help you? Why would I do that? That is WAY too early for me, YOU are asking too much, 
since I am only scheduled to be here between 11 and 2 o’clock.  

Assertive scenario: Therapist/facilitator stands 1-2 feet from Ms. X, looking relaxed, smiling, saying: I would really like to help 
you next week but I do not want to get up any earlier than I already do. Is there another time that might work or another way I 
can help you? 
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Optional Activity:
Role-play scenarios:
Divide class into groups of 3.  Each group will be given a scenario and will be asked to act it out. Two people should be the 
actors and one person will be the director, helping the actors to make sure they are really using all the body and facial clues 
to illustrate passive, aggressive or assertive communication. Student triads will be given 10 minutes to work on your scene. 
Use chime, bell or clapping pattern to reassemble group. 
Ask for volunteers to present their scenario to the class. Students will guess what kind of behavior and communication each 
group is using. 

Wrap-up:
Ask students: What did you learn about assertive behavior?  When did it seemed easy to be assertive and when it seemed 
hard? 
** Ask students: During the next week, practice being assertive. Give yourself a compliment when you behave assertively.  
When you see someone behaving assertively, give them a compliment. 

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).

* Passive-Assertive-Aggressive Continuum visual support will be placed in the MCaLT binder. Students and teacher may refer 
to it during the week to apply the concepts and learned skills to daily social routines and cooperative work and play activities. 
**this could be used as a MCaLT Journal writing prompt.
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Module 4: Lesson 4 — What Would You Do?

Goal:
1. Students will identify and apply learned tools and strategies to a story
about bullying to describe what they would do.

Materials:
• MCaLT Picture - Task Schedule
• Book “Nobody Knew What to Do” by Becky Ray McCain 
• Chart paper or whiteboard/chalkboard to record student’s responses

Affirmation:
Led by MSA, coach as needed. 

Lead-in:
1. Using Task schedule give brief overview of activities for this session.
2. MSA manages pictures on task schedule throughout session.

Review: 
Invite 3-4 students to share their reflections on what being assertive from their MCaLT Journal or experiences during the 
week.  

Activity: 
Tell students: We have been working together each week to learn to be good partners and buddies during learning times and 
to learn to solve problems in caring, peaceful and respectful ways. 

Today we will read and think about a very serious problem, bullying.We will use the strategies we have learned in MCaLT 
including our Zones tools to decide what we would do in this situation.

It is important to know what we might do if we see someone being bullied or we are being bullied. It is important to know how 
to stand up to bullying so that we can work and learn together in a place that is safe, happy and healthy for everyone. 

Begin by asking the students, What does bullying mean?
• aggressive
• assertive

Key points:
Bullying is when a person or group repeatedly tries to hurt someone who is weaker or who they think is weaker. It can involve 
physical actions such as hitting, pushing kicking. 
 
Sometimes in involves words such as name-calling, teasing, or making fun of another person. 
Sometimes it involves spreading rumors or getting other children to ignore or avoid someone.  Sometimes people use 
computers and cell phones to bully someone.

Photo Credit: www.syracuse.com
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Activity Continued...
Read or review:
“Nobody Knew What to Do” to Students
Tell students: Listen carefully and think about what we have learned about the Zones, expected and unexpected behaviors, 
assertive behaviors and strategies to manage ourselves in different situations.
• Pg 5: How do you think the narrator felt? What Zone do you think he is in? Is the behavior he saw expected or unexpected? 
• Pg 6: What are the other children doing? How do you think they are feeling? What are they thinking? What Zone do you think 
they are in? 
• Let’s pretend that we are in the group of children who have seen Ray being bullied at school. Let’s think about all the Zones’ 
tools we have.
• If we were in this situation, what Zones tools could we use? Let’s write these down. 
• Of course we would start by stopping and taking one long deep breath. 
• What is the Size of this problem?….does this affect 1 or 2 people or many people? Is there an easy solution or quick solution 
to this problem? 
• What about using our Inner Coach? What would our Inner Coach say? Is it hard to do something about bullying?
• What about Superflex® thinking, how could this help us to solve this problem?  
• Are there sensory tools that might be helpful to use in this situation?
• Review plans and ask student to decide the best plan of action and predict what the outcome could be. 
• Complete Reading Story

Wrap-up:
Complement group on how they worked together and the solutions they identified using the Tools we have learned to solve a 
serious problem in a peaceful, caring and respectful way. 
Tell students: This is our last session together however we can continue to help each other to use our Tools and strategies to 
work together and get along, to be the best learners we can be, to help each other so we feel happy, comfortable and have 
fun learning

Affirmation:
MSA leads the group in the Affirmation (support as needed).
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MCa LT  Toolkit Contents

MCaLT Toolkit Contents
The MCaLT Tool Kit includes: 
• Video of MCaLT affirmation
• A brief PowerPoint presentation to introduce the MCaLT program to interested school administrators, teachers and 
occupational therapists.

• Picture Task Schedule with icons to indicate tasks and activities for each lesson
 • Useful in keeping everyone on task
 • Improves participation and on-task behaviors for students with specific challenges such as autism
 • Provides opportunities for student to practice using task schedules as a support to develop independence in   
    completing assignments and work projects 

• PowerPoint slide to create an erasable, reusable Person Poster with icons for Feelings, Thoughts, Zone, Behavior 
• Visual supports for individual lessons:
 Module 1: Lesson 4 - Posters of activities related to DJLM
 Module 1: Lesson 5 – Taylor Poster
 Module 3: Lesson 1 - Diagram of Lungs and process of inhalation and exhalation 
 Module 4- Lesson 3 - The Assertiveness Bill of Rights Poster; Passive-Assertive-Aggressive Continuum (Must be  
 printed on legal size paper in landscape); scenarios for passive, assertive, aggressive behaviors

• Suggested Children’s Literature for MCaLT with Alternative or Additional Titles
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MCa LT Pilot Study Findings

Outcome Measures and Results of the MCaLT 2013-14 pilot studies
The MCaLT program which utilizes lessons from The Zones of Regulation®: A curriculum designed to foster self-
regulation and emotional control, (Kuypers, 2011) was piloted in one first grade class and one third in a large urban school 
district. The first grade students received 15 interventions while the third grade class received 21 interventions. The pilot 
programs were initiated in October (3rd grade) and November (first grade) 2013 and both ended in May, 2014.  A mini-pilot 
program and study was conducted during the second semester of the 2012-13 year. Results of this intervention were used to 
revise outcome measures as well as implementa-tion of the program for the 2013-14 school year.

Changes in social emotional competencies
Devereux Student Strengths Mini- Assessment (DESSA-mini) was used to measure changes in social emotional competence 
of students identified by their teachers as at-risk for challenges in social participation and self-regulation. This tool is used 
for screening students for deficits in social emotional competencies as well as for monitoring progress during interventions. 
Results are reported in T-scores with need for instruction range = 40 and below, typical = 41 – 59 and strength= 60 and 
above.

• 3/3 students whose ratings fell in the ‘needs instruction’ range pre-test showed significant changes on post-test ratings. 
• 2 students’ post-test ratings fell in the typical range and 1 fell in the strength range.

Perceptions of changes in the social emotional climate in the classroom
Visual analog scales were used to assess changes in students’ perspectives on the social emotional climate in their 
classroom. 
VAS focused on 4 questions
Q1: How happy do you feel when you are in your classroom?
Q2: How kind are the children in your class?
Q3: How much fun is it to work in a group of children the teacher picks?
Q4: How comfortable do you feel when you work with children that seem different to you? 
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• There was strong statistical evidence for the third grade class that they perceived an increase in the level of kindness of 
their peers (Q2) and of their comfort in working with children that seemed different to them (Q4). This group received 21 
interventions.
• In the third grade class there were no significant differences on feelings of happiness when in class (Q1) or enjoyment in 
working in a group of children the teacher picks (Q3).   
• In the first grade group there were no significant differences pre and post-test on any of the questions (Q1-4). This group 
received 15 interventions.

Reciprocated Friendships
Changes in reciprocated friendships were measured through pre and post peer nominations.
• There were no meaningful differences in pre and post reciprocated peer nominations in either group. 

Social Validity 
Teacher exit interviews were used to collect qualitative data on the social validity of the MCaLT program on classroom and 
teaching/learning experiences. The following highlight these outcomes.
• Promoted self-management of behaviors by using self-awareness and self-regulation strategies and visual supports 
including wall posters and binders from the Zones of Regulation® curriculum as well as the MCaLT program.
• Promoted a caring, nurturing class environment where students respected and supported each other and accepted all 
students 
• Use of children’s literature was very beneficial:
• Complement the International Baccalaureate® curriculum in 1st grade class.
• Integral part of the Accelerated Reading reading improvement program  in 3rd grade class 
• Teaching and supporting core values, self and social awareness of feelings, arousal levels and strategies for self-regulation.
• Emphasis and success of team teaching enabled the teachers to carry the program out during the week, supporting 
practice and generalization in both classes. 
• Students used what they were learning in class and a variety of other school settings. 
• Students with more developed social emotional competencies became models and peers for students with challenges. 
• The materials and strategies (including the Zones of Regulation® reproducibles and Wall Posters) were easy to implement 
into daily class routines and experiences and viewed as very relevant. 
• Both teachers would like to see the program expanded to provide students more opportunities to practice learned skills and 
strategies through role plays, readers’ theater, more journaling.
• 3rd grade teacher articulated a plan to support maintenance of learned skills and strategies for next school year and made 
a commitment to work with the class’s next teachers.

Outcome Measures and Results of the MCaLT 2013 mini-pilot study
An abbreviated MCaLT program consisting of 10 group lessons* was implemented the second semester of the 2013 school 
year.  It was completed with two first grade combined classes. These classes shared a room and their assigned teachers 
team taught the combined group. Outcome measures included changes in a variety of social emotional competencies as 
measured by the Devereux Student Strength Assessment (DESSA) for all participating students.  Qualitative data from 
teacher exit interviews and informal feedback from student participants using a question and response format during the last 
session were conducted. Students were asked to tell a student guest from another program about the MCaLT program.
*Abbreviated program included: Module I: lessons 4-6; Module II: Lessons 2-6; Module III: Lessons 1-2.

Changes in social emotional competencies:
Results from DESSA: No changes were noted pre and post test for either group.

Results from Peer Nominations: No changes were noted for either group.
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Highlights of Teacher Exit Interview
• MCaLT changed the way she approached some behaviors with a positive impact on her students. The Zones of 
Regulation® Wall Posters and reproducibles placed in a classroom binder provided tools she could suggest; towards the end 
of the program, students suggested tools to each other. 
• Students used the Zones of Regulation® Wall Posters and that increased their self awareness. 
1. A student with challenging behaviors chose to go to the MCaLT station and review the MCaLT binder voluntarily during free 
choice. 
• MCaLT met her expectations because of the cooperative group aspect; taking these interactions to a higher level. 
• Teacher uses cooperative learning activities but because of MCaLT group interventions she became aware of gaps and saw 
a need to further develop cooperative skills in her classroom. 
• Students who benefitted most were students who were successful academically, behaviorally and socially
• These students became role models and coaches for the students in need. 
• During transitions, it was easy to reflect on how hard waiting can be and request ideas for what students could do to make 
it easier. 
• Students used tools such as giving themselves a hug, deep breathing or hand pushes or floor pushups (Sensory Support 
Tools, using Zones Tools worksheet, Reproducible R from Zones of Regulation® curriculum). 
• All modules and lessons were relevant.
• Reflected that this was the most difficult group behaviorally she has ever had however by the end of the school year they 
were also the kindest group she has ever had. 
Time spent on the group interventions was just right based on the level of student engagement she observed. 
• MCaLT was ‘kind to students of different learning abilities”, supported a better sense of community
• Student participants “showed a high level of empathy and investment in others for first graders”. 
• Noted the development of reciprocated friendships in which students with different learning abilities formed positive and 
helping relationships.
• It was easy to use the visual supports (Wall Posters, reproducibles from The Zones of Regulation® curriculum as well as the 
MCaLT program) to quickly review concepts, target skills and tools especially during cooperative group activities.
• “Beneficial to class, time well spent”
• Recommended: 
• Starting the program earlier, “I spend the first month on protocol and this will be beneficial to incorporate these lessons, 
that are challenging and address social emotional skills” during this time.
• Having the teacher preview literature before OT- led group interventions

Highlights of Student Feedback Interview
Feedback obtained when a guest student and teacher attended the final session of the program. Student participants 
volunteered responses to questions developed by the OT. 
• MCaLT program was about learning team work, Zones of Regulation which are attitudes and feelings. 
• All feelings and Zones are Ok but when you are in the Red Zone you need to use one of the tools to calm down (student 
demonstrated the tool that worked for him). 
• Student participants got to try calming and sensory tools.
• They learned that some people do things like you and some do not, even though a character in the Do-Si-Do with Autism 
story (Stup, 2006) was different, people could be his friend, everyone can feel different, friends can be different from you 
• How to cooperate when working on Me in My Zones (Zones reproducible L). 
• Felt like I am at home, being nice. 
• Student participants liked the most that they got to do lots of fun stuff, the sensory activi-ties, the Zones tools, the 
calming down sequence (Zones reproducible U), reading “Do-Si-Do with Autism”, put something in your mouth’ tools and 
Theraband™ activities
• Student participants would change the MCaLT program by making it longer, having longer time so everyone could try all the 
activities and by trying new tools.
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